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Abstract

Probabilistic record linkage is the task of combining multiple data sources for sta-

tistical analysis by identifying records pertaining to the same individual in different

databases. The need to perform probabilistic record linkage arises in comparative

effectiveness research and other clinical research scenarios when records in different

databases do not share an error-free unique patient identifier. This dissertation seeks

to develop new methodology for probabilistic record linkage to address two highly

practical and recurring challenges: how to implement record linkage in a manner that

optimizes downstream statistical analyses of the linked data, and how to efficiently

link databases having a clustered or multi-level data structure.

In Chapter 2 we propose a new framework for balancing the tradeoff between

false positive and false negative linkage errors when linked data are analyzed in a

generalized linear model framework and non-linked records lead to missing data for

the study outcome variable. Our method seeks to maximize the probability that

the point estimate of the parameter of interest will have the correct sign and that

the confidence interval around this estimate will correctly exclude the null value of

zero. Using large sample approximations and a model for linkage errors, we derive

expressions relating bias and hypothesis testing power to the user’s choice of threshold

that determines how many records will be linked. We use these results to propose

three data-driven threshold selection rules. Under one set of simplifying assumptions

we prove that maximizing asymptotic power requires that the threshold be relaxed
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at least until the point where all pairs with ¡ 50% probability of being a true match

are linked.

In Chapter 3 we explore the consequences of linkage errors when the study out-

come variable is determined by linkage status and so linkage errors may cause out-

come misclassification. This scenario arises when the outcome is disease status and

those linked are classified as having the disease while those not linked are classified

as disease-free. We assume the parameter of interest can be expressed as a linear

combination of binomial proportions having mean zero under the null hypothesis.

We derive an expression for the asymptotic relative efficiency of a Wald test calcu-

lated with a misclassified outcome compared to an error-free outcome using a linkage

error model and large sample approximations. We use this expression to generate

insights for planning and implementing studies using record linkage.

In Chapter 4 we develop a modeling framework for linking files with a clustered

data structure. Linking such clustered data is especially challenging when error-

free identifiers are unavailable for both individual-level and cluster-level units. The

proposed approach improves over current methodology by modeling inter-pair de-

pendencies in clustered data and producing collective link decisions. It is novel in

that it models both record attributes and record relationships, and resolves match

statuses for individual-level and cluster-level units simultaneously. We show that

linkage probabilities can be estimated without labeled training data using assump-

tions that are less restrictive compared to existing record linkage models. Using

Monte Carlo simulations based on real study data, we demonstrate its advantages

over the current standard method.
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1

Introduction

Probabilistic record linkage is the task of combining multiple data sources for sta-

tistical analysis by identifying records pertaining to the same individual in different

databases. The theoretical foundations for probabilistic record linkage was developed

in a landmark paper by Fellegi and Sunter (1969). It has increasing applications in

medical research in the age of “big data,” as electronic health records and clinical

registries are linked to improve patient outcomes while controlling costs and pro-

tecting patient privacy. While there exist privacy-preserving methods which avoid

data sharing but permit statistical analyses (Raghunathan et al., 2003; Reiter, 2005;

Karr et al., 2006, 2009), more powerful and complex analyses can be conducted when

the data is fully linked and shared. The need to perform probabilistic record link-

age arises in comparative effectiveness research and other clinical research scenarios

when records in different databases do not share an error-free unique patient iden-

tifier, or such an identifier is unavailable in the spirit of protecting patient privacy.

This dissertation seeks to develop new methodology for probabilistic record linkage

to address these two highly practical and recurring challenges: how to implement
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record linkage in a manner that optimizes downstream statistical analyses of the

linked data, and how to efficiently link databases having a clustered or multi-level

data structure.

In Chapter 2 we propose a new framework for balancing the tradeoff between

false positive and false negative linkage errors when linked data are analyzed in a

generalized linear model framework and non-linked records lead to missing data for

the study outcome variable. Our method seeks to maximize the probability that

the point estimate of the parameter of interest will have a confidence interval that

correctly excludes the null value of zero. Using large sample approximations and a

model for linkage errors, we derive expressions relating bias and hypothesis testing

power to the user’s choice of threshold that determines how many records will be

linked. We use these results to propose three data-driven threshold selection rules.

Under one set of simplifying assumptions we prove that maximizing asymptotic power

requires that the threshold be relaxed at least until the point where all pairs with

¡ 50% probability of being a true match are linked.

In Chapter 3 we explore the consequences of linkage errors when the study out-

come variable is determined by linkage status and so linkage errors may cause out-

come misclassification. This scenario arises when the outcome is disease status and

those linked are classified as having the disease while those not linked are classified

as disease-free. We assume the parameter of interest can be expressed as a linear

combination of binomial proportions having mean zero under the null hypothesis.

We derive an expression for the asymptotic relative efficiency of a Wald test calcu-

lated with a misclassified outcome compared to an error-free outcome using a linkage

error model and large sample approximations. We use this expression to generate

insights for planning and implementing studies using record linkage.

In Chapter 4 we develop a modeling framework for linking files with a clustered

2



data structure. The correlation inherent to clustered databases violates assumptions

commonly made by traditional linkage methods. Linking such clustered data is espe-

cially challenging when error-free identifiers are unavailable for both individual-level

and cluster-level units. The proposed approach improves over current methodol-

ogy by modeling inter-pair dependencies in clustered data and producing collective

link decisions. It is novel in that it models both record attributes and record re-

lationships, and resolves match statuses for individual-level and cluster-level units

simultaneously. We show that linkage probabilities can be estimated without la-

beled training data using assumptions that are less restrictive compared to existing

record linkage models. Using Monte Carlo simulations based on real study data, we

demonstrate its advantages over the current standard method.
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2

Framework for Linkage Threshold Selection

Many probabilistic linkage algorithms rely upon user-specified thresholds for final

determination of linked and non-linked records. The choice of this threshold has

considerable effect on the bias and variability of downstream analyses of linked data.

Commonly, this threshold is chosen conservatively to limit bias due to incorrect

links. In this chapter, we explore how the choice in linkage threshold impacts oper-

ating characteristics in a generalized linear model (GLM) framework when non-linked

records are excluded or treated as missing. Using large sample approximations and a

model for linkage errors, we relate threshold choice to bias and other relevant prop-

erties of the GLM analysis. This informs our framework for balancing false positive

and false negative links, and our proposal of three data-driven threshold rules which

seek to maximize the probability that the point estimate of the parameter of interest

in a generalized linear model will have a confidence interval that correctly excludes

the null value of zero. Under one set of simplifying assumptions, we prove that

maximizing asymptotic power requires that the threshold be relaxed at least until

the point where all pairs with ¡ 50% probability of being a true match are linked.
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A simulation study demonstrates how the rules facilitate the goal of maximizing

asymptotic power.

2.1 Introduction

In a typical approach to record linkage, pairs of records are assigned numerical scores

quantifying agreement on a set of linking variables, with higher scores implying closer

agreement and a correspondingly higher probability of being a match. Typically,

pairs with scores exceeding an analyst-specified threshold are classified as links, and

the remaining pairs are set aside or triaged for additional review. In such a procedure,

the choice of score threshold is critical because it determines the sample size available

for downstream statistical analyses of the linked data. It also determines the tradeoff

between false positive (type I) and false negative (type II) linkage errors. Such errors

impact analysis properties such as confidence interval width and bias. Bishop (2009)

explored the impact of such errors in an application of record linkage to Australia’s

2006 census. While methods exist to handle the effect of linkage errors, especially

those that cause bias, in linear and logistic regression (Scheuren and Winkler, 1993;

Lahiri and Larsen, 2005; Kim and Chambers, 2012; Chipperfield et al., 2011; Hof and

Zwinderman, 2012), there does not exist a framework for balancing the prevalence

of errors with the operating characteristics of the downstream analysis.

Wortman and Reiter (2018) studied the tradeoff between type I and II record

linkage errors in the context of an observational comparative effectiveness study and

proposed a set of algorithms for estimating the score threshold empirically from the

study data. Their minimum estimated variance (MEV) procedure selects the score

threshold that minimizes the estimated variance of the estimated average treatment

effect (zATE). Alternatively, their estimate-tethered stopping rule (ETSR) chooses
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the threshold that minimizes the estimated variance of zATE subject to the constraint

that zATE must be within k standard errors of the ATE estimate obtained when the

analysis is restricted to pairs of records for which the link is known to be correct.

The ETSR method allows the analyst to balance bias and variance through the

specification of k but does not provide a framework for deciding what k to use in

practice.

In the current study, we develop a new framework for selecting the score threshold

in record linkage with a goal of optimizing downstream statistical analyses. Our

method seeks to maximize the probability that the point estimate of the parameter

of interest in a generalized linear model (GLM) will have the correct sign and that

the confidence interval around this estimate will correctly exclude the null value of

zero; i.e., to maximize power for detecting a non-zero effect. Like Wortman and

Reiter 2018, we study a scenario in which covariates are contained in one file and

outcomes in another. Using large sample approximations and a model for record

linkage errors, we show that such errors do not inflate the type I error probability

for a test that the parameter of interest is zero; but they generally result in a loss

of efficiency. Under one set of simplifying assumptions, we prove that maximizing

asymptotic power requires that the threshold be relaxed at least until the point where

all pairs with ¡50% probability of being a true match are declared to be links. These

results give rise to a set of new data-driven threshold selection algorithms and offer a

new perspective for viewing the bias-variance tradeoff in studies using record linkage.

2.2 Notation & Assumptions

We consider a situation in which the explanatory variables are contained in the

primary study database, file A, and the outcome of interest is in file B. We assume

that file A contains records of n individuals who are a random sample from the
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underlying target population. For an individual record in file A, let X denote a p�1

vector of covariates and Y denote an outcome which may be discrete or continuous.

We assume that Y |X � x belongs to the exponential family; i.e. its density function

can be written as

fpy|θx, φq � hpy, φq exp

�
yθx � bpθxq

apφq


, (2.1)

with canonical parameter θx and dispersion parameter φ, such that the conditional

mean and variance are, respectively,

µx � ErY |X � xs � b1pθxq and vx � V pY |X � xq � apφqb2pθxq.

The parameter µx is related to x through the generalized linear model

gpErY |X � xsq � gpµxq � α � x1β � η

where g is a monotonically increasing link function, α is an unknown scalar intercept

parameter, and β is a p�1 vector of unknown regression coefficients. Under the above

notation, θx � b
1�1pg�1pα � x1βqq. The above can also be written as gpµxq � z1βz

where z1 � r11 x1s and βz is a pp�1q�1 vector of regression coefficients. We assume

that interest focuses on estimating a scalar estimand δ � c1β and that a key objective

is to determine whether δ   0 or δ ¡ 0. Without loss of generality, assume X is

centered such that ErXs � 0.

2.2.1 Record Linkage

The objective of record linkage is to identify the best candidate record in file B

likely to be a match for each record in file A. This is achieved by measuring the

7



extent of agreement of records in each file on a set of indirect identifiers, for example,

names or initials, full or partial mailing address, date of birth, etc. The result of

this comparison is an n � m matrix W where m is the number of file B records

and element Wij is a metric directly or indirectly quantifying the probability that

the pi, jq-th pair is a match; i � 1, . . . , n; j � 1, . . . ,m. In the current setup, file

A records are the units of analysis and each file A record can have at most one

match in file B. Therefore, for the i-th file A record, we assume that the analyst

uses the information in W to identify a single best candidate for a match in file

B and calculates a metric Wi � fipWq quantifying the evidence that the proposed

match is correct. Finally, the analyst selects a threshold ω and declares all records

with Wi ¥ ω to be linked. We illustrate a specific implementation of the procedure

described above within our simulation study.

2.2.2 Model for Linkage Errors

Due to imperfect linking variables, we do not observe Y but instead observe a mis-

measured version Y � which is subject to misclassification and is missing in the subset

of records with W   ω. Define the indicator variable ∆ to be a success (∆ � 1) if

the record in B is the best candidate record to the record in A and a failure (∆ � 0)

if it is not the best candidate. We make the following simplifying assumptions:

1. The linkage weight W is independent of the individual’s covariates and true

outcome X, Y .

2. Y � is conditionally independent of X, Y,W when ∆ � 0; i.e. when the link

is incorrect. Specifically, when ∆ � 0, we assume that Y � is drawn from a

mixture distribution »
fp�|θx, φqfXpx|∆ � 0qdx
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where fp�|θx, φq is the conditional distribution defined in (2.1) and fXpx|∆ � 0q
is an arbitrary density with support matching that of X.

3. The probability of a correct link is independent of X, Y conditional on the

linkage weight: Prp∆ � 1|W,X, Y q � Prp∆ � 1|W q.

4. The sets of variables pX, Y, Y �,W,∆q are independent across different members

of the study sample.

Assumption 1 states that regardless of choice of threshold, the records linked are

a random sample of the target population. The second assumption implies that

Y � is like a possibly biased random draw from the overall population. The third

assumption states that the evidence in favor of a true link between a record and

its best candidate match depends solely on the degree of similarity between the two

records, not on the raw data values themselves. This assumption is reasonable to

make for such linkage algorithms that link on the basis of agreement patterns without

regard for the observed values of the variables. Under the above assumptions, it is

straightforward to verify that the expectation of the misclassified outcome is:

ErY �|X � xs � PωErY |X � xs � p1 � Pωqc�

where

c� � ErY �|∆ � 0s and Pω � Prp∆ � 1|W ¥ ωq.

The density of Y �|X is

f�pY �|X � xq � PωfpY �|θx, φq � p1 � Pωq
»
fpY �|θu, φqfXpu|∆ � 0qdu.

(2.2)
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where fp�|θ, φq and fXpu|∆ � 0q are as defined in assumption 2 above.

2.3 Impact on Bias of β�

In this section we derive expressions relating bias in the estimation of δ to the choice

of linkage threshold ω when the analyst performs a regression analysis using Y � in

place of Y . Specifically, we assume the true model relating Y � to the covariates is

Y �|X � f� where f� is the conditional distribution defined in (2.2) but the analyst

uses the misspecified working model Y �|X � f where f is the conditional distribution

defined in (2.1). We assume that the regression analysis is performed after record

linkage by using only those records for which W ¥ ω.

Let pα̂ω, β̂ωq denote the maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) obtained by

using records with W ¥ ω and maximizing the working log likelihood function,

specifically,

pα̂ω, β̂ωq � argmax
pa,bq

¸
iPRω

Y �
i Hiab � bpHiabq

apφq � logphpY �
i , φqq

where Rω � ti P p1, . . . , nq : Wi ¥ ωu and Hiab � b
1�1pg�1pa � X1

ibqq with Xi, Y
�
i

denoting the values of X, Y � for the i-th sample member, i � 1, . . . , n. Equivalently,

they are the values a,b that solve the score equation:

¸
iPRω

"
Y �
i � b1pHiabq

aipφqb2pHiabqg1pg�1pa�Xibqq
*

zi � 0.

Finally, we assume that the estimand of interest δ � c1β will be estimated by δ̂ω �
c1β̂ω.

Under standard regularity conditions for M-estimation (Huber, 1981), pα̂ω, β̂ωq
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converges to values pα�ω,β�ωq that maximize the expectation of the incorrectly speci-

fied log likelihood:

pα�ω,β�ωq � argmax
pa,bq

EXEY �|XLab,

where Lab � tY �Hab � bpHabqu {apφq � logphpY �, φqq and Hab � b1�1pg�1pa�X1bq.
Taking derivatives and using the fact that ErY �|Xs � Pωg

�1pα�X1βq � p1� Pωqc�

where c� � ErY �|∆ � 0s as above, we find that pα�ω,β�ωq are the solution with respect

to pa,bq of the set of equations

Sab � EX

�
Pωg

�1pα �X1βq � p1 � Pωqc� � g�1pa�X1bq
apφqb2pHabqg1 pg�1pa�X1bqq


��� 1

X

��� �

��� 0

0

��� (2.3)

When the link function is identity, it is simple to verify that equality (2.3) is

satisfied when α�ω � Pωα � c�p1 � Pωq and β�ω � Pωβ and it follows that δ� � Pωδ.

Some consequences are: (1) linkage errors cause the magnitude of the estimand

δ � c1β to be under-estimated, (2) the amount of attenuation is proportional to the

false match rate, p1 � Pωq, (3) the sign of δ� � c1β� will be in the same direction

from zero as δ, and (4) there is no bias asymptotically under the null hypothesis

H0 : δ � 0.

When the link function is not identity, the solution β�ω is no longer a simple

expression, but we may develop an approximate expression for β�ω that is valid when

|β| is small. To develop the approximation, suppose that β � γβ0 where γ is a

small number, and introduce the change of variables a0 � pa � αq{γ and b0 � b{γ.

Making the substitutions β � γβ0, a � α � γa0, and b � γb0 and defining c�a,b �³
g�1pa� u1bqfXpu|∆ � 0qdu yields the equation

11



Sab �

EX

�
Pωg

�1pα� γX1β0q � p1� Pωqc
�
α,γβ0

� g�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0q

apφqb2
�
b1�1pg�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0qq

�
g1 pg�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0qq

��
�� X

1

�
�� �

�
�� 0

0

�
�� .

Expanding about γ � 0 (steps shown in Section 2.8) yields the equation

γEX

�
PωX

1β0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d
� � a0 �X1b0

apφqb2�b1�1pg�1pαqq�g1pg�1pαqq2

���� X

1

���� opγq � 0, (2.4)

where d� � ³
ufXpu|∆ � 0qdu. Ignoring the opγq term leads to the solution pa�0 ,b�

0q
= p0, Pωβ0q, derived below.

An equivalent form of (2.4) is

��� PωIXXβ0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d
�I1X

PωIX1β0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d
�I11

����

��� IXX I1X

IX1 I11

���
��� b0

a0

���� opγq{γ � 0

where

��� IXX I1X

IX1 I11

��� � E

$'&'%rapφqb2pHα0qg1pg�1pαqq2s�1 �

��� XX1 1X1

X11 111

���
,/./-.

Then

��� b�
0

a�0

��� �

��� IXX I1X

IX1 I11

���
�1 ��� PωIXXβ0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d

�I1X

PωIX1β0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d
�I11

���� op1q.

If we ignore op1q � opγq{γ which is a term that decreases to zero at a rate

proportional to γ, we have
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b�
0 � pIXX � I1XI�1

11 IX1q�1� 
PωIXXβ0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d

�I1X � I1XI�1
11 pPωIX1β0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d

�I11q
(

� pIXX � I1XI�1
11 IX1q�1� 

Pω
�
IXX � I1XI�1

11 IX1

�
β0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d

�pI1X � I1XI�1
11 I11q

(
� Pωβ0

and

a�0 � pI11 � IX1I
�1
XXI1Xq�1� 

PωIX1β0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d
�I11 � IX1I

�1
XX pPωIXXβ0 � p1 � Pωqβ0d

�I1Xq
(

� pI11 � IX1I
�1
XXI1Xq�1� p1 � Pωqβ0d

�pI11 � IX1I
�1
XXI1Xq � PωpIX1 � IX1I

�1
XXIXXqβ0

(
� p1 � Pωqβ0d

�

� 0.

Hence, β�ω � Pωβ0 and δ�ω � Pωδ0 � Pωc
1β0, so that regression coefficients are

attenuated toward zero and there is no bias in the estimation of δ when δ � 0.

2.4 Asymptotic Power

Results of the previous section demonstrated that linkage errors under assumptions

1-4 will not generally cause a contrast or estimand of interest δ to be biased away

from zero when the true contrast or estimand δ is zero. This suggests that a valid

large sample test of H0 : δ � 0 can be based on a statistic of the form

Zω � δ̂ω{
b
V̂ pδ̂ωq
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assuming a consistent variance estimator V̂ pδ̂ωq. In fact, V pδ̂ωq can be consistently

estimated by using a standard empirical (sandwich) estimator (Eicker (1967); Huber

(1967); White (1980); MacKinnon and White (1985)). In addition, the naive variance

estimator derived from the observed or expected Fisher information matrix will be

consistent under a Pitman-type sequence of data generating models in which all

elements of β grow small as n grows large, as we discuss below.

Because the test’s type I error rate is not impacted by the choice of ω asymp-

totically, this suggests that a possible framework for choosing ω is with the goal

of maximizing the test’s asymptotic power. From a practical perspective, this is

equivalent to maximizing the probability that the sign of δ̂ω is correct and that the

confidence interval around δ̂ω correctly excludes the null value of zero. We investi-

gate this by studying the non-null asymptotic distribution of Zω under a Pitman-type

sequence in which all elements of β are small.

First, suppose γ denotes a scalar constant and β � γβ0. Then there exist con-

stants β̃γω and Vγω having the property that

?
npβ̂ω � β̃γωq dÝÑ Np0,Vγωq.

Let V̂ pβ̂ωq be the estimated variance from the observed or expected Fisher infor-

mation matrix and let rVγω denote the constant matrix to which nV̂ pβ̂ωq converges

in probability. In the special case where γ � 0, the densities (2.1) and (2.2) are

identical which implies that the working model for Y �|X is correctly specified and

so the form of rV0ω can be determined from standard maximum likelihood theory. In

particular, rV0ω � V0ω � I�1
XX{πω,

where πω � PrpW ¥ ωq and IXX � rapφqb2pb1�1pg�1pαqqqg1pg�1pαqq2s�1 � ErXX1s.
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Now, to study the non-null distribution of Zω for a Pitman-type sequence of data

generating models, suppose β � γnβ where γn � n�1{2. Under this sequence,

?
nβ̂ω

dÝÑ NpΩω,Σωq

where Σω � limnÑ8 Vγnω � V0ω � I�1
XX{πω and Ωω � limnÑ8

?
nβ̃γnω � Pωβ0. In

addition, limnÑ8 Ṽγnω � Ṽ0ω � V0ω � I�1
XX{πω and so the variance estimator based

on observed or expected Fisher information is consistent. An application of Slutsky’s

theorem gives that

Zω � δ̂ωb
V̂ pδ̂ωq

� c1β̂ωb
c1V̂ pβ̂ωqc

dÝÑ N
�
k
a
λω, 1

	

where

λω � πωP
2
ω

and k � c1β0

Lb
c1I�1

XXc. This suggests that the choice of ω maximizing asymptotic

power is the value for which λω � πωP
2
ω is maximized.

2.5 Data-driven Threshold Selection Rules

The previous sections demonstrated that false positive linkage errors lead to sys-

tematic attenuation of the estimated treatment effect. Although attenuation can be

minimized by only linking records that are relatively certain to match, the use of

a highly stringent linkage threshold may lead to a smaller effective sample size and

could therefore decrease statistical power. Since the direction of the estimate is not

compromised by linkage errors, we aim to develop a framework that optimizes both
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estimation and hypothesis testing by balancing the tradeoff between false positive

and false negative linkage errors. In this section, we describe three algorithms for

threshold selection that attempt to maximize statistical power.

Method 1: NPP Algorithm

Results of Section 2.4 showed that asymptotic power is related to the quantity λω �
πωP

2
ω � ErNω{nsP 2

ω where Nω � °n
i�1 IpWi ¥ ωq. This suggests that a possible

data driven approach to selecting ω is to calculate estimates of Pω at each possible

cutpoint of ω and to choose the threshold for which NωP̂
2
ω is the largest. For any

choice of ω that the analyst might consider, an estimate of Pω may be calculated as

P̂ω � 1

Nω

ņ

i�1

p̂pWiqIpWi ¥ ωq,

where p̂pwq is an estimate of the quantity ppwq � Prp∆ � 1|W � wq, which we

assume to be increasing in w. In practice, the search for ω can be restricted to

values of W that are observed in the data. In other words, we can search across

the grid of N 1 ¤ N points Wr1s,Wr2s, . . . ,WrN 1s where Wr1s is the largest of the

distinct observed Wi values, Wr2s is the second largest of the distinct observed Wi

values, and so on, where N 1 is the number of unique W values observed. Define

the notation Nrhs � NWrhs
, πrhs � πWrhs

, Prhs � PWrhs
, λrhs � λWrhs

� πrhsP
2
rhs, V̂rhs �

V̂ pβ̂Wrhs
q, prhs � ppWrhsq, frhs � πrhs � πrh�1s, and nrhs � Nrhs �Nrh�1s where Pr0s � 1

and πr0s � Nr0s � 0. Our proposed rule is to select

ω̂NPP �
!
Wrhs : h � argmax π̂rhsP̂

2
rhs

)
.

We call this rule NPP as a mnemonic for sample size times the square of the linkage

probability.
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Method 2: P50 Algorithm

A possible concern about the threshold selection rule described above is the require-

ment to estimate the probabilities P̂ω. This is a drawback because precise estimation

of linkage probabilities is often challenging in absence of labeled training data (Win-

kler, 1993). In addition, source files are often linked using decision rules that do

not require or provide direct estimation of linkage probabilities. In this section, we

propose a thumb rule that can be used to inform threshold selection even when

knowledge of P̂ω is relatively imprecise.

In practice, an investigator will often begin by linking the set of records with the

highest linkage weight Wr1s and will consider iteratively adding batches of records

with weights Wr2s, then Wr3s, and so on, as long as their probability of matching is

high. In this context, the question arises whether linking a batch of nrh�1s records

will increase or decrease asymptotic power if the proportion of true matches among

these nrh�1s records is prh�1s. We propose the following lemma:

Lemma 2.5.1. If prh�1s ¡ 1{2 then λrh�1s ¡ λrhs.

The proof of this Lemma is provided in Section 2.9 and its takeaway is that,

under the definitions above, inclusion of records with match probabilities exceeding

0.50 will be expected to increase the asymptotic power of a regression analysis of

probabilistically linked data. This motivates our second proposed data-driven rule

which is to link all records for which the probability of matching is greater than 50%:

ω̂P50 �
#
Wrhs : h �

N 1¸
i�1

I
�
p̂pWrisq ¡ 1{2�+ .

We use the label P50 for this method as a mnemonic for probabilities greater than

50%.
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Method 3: PPV Algorithm

The NPP and P50 algorithms were derived under a set of approximations that may

not apply to all studies. The main assumptions are:

Zω 9�N
�
c1β�ω{tc1V pβ̂ωqcu1{2, 1

	
(2.5)

β� � Pωβ (2.6)

V pβ̂ωq � I�1
XX{Nω. (2.7)

Approximations (2.5) and (2.6) have relatively broad applicability because (2.5)

only requires a large enough sample size and (2.6) only requires that dependence

of ErY |Xs on X1β be approximately linear, which is accurate for link functions com-

monly used for binary data when probabilities are in (0.25, 0.75), and is exactly the

case for all GLMs when the link function is identity. In contrast, (2.7) requires the

additional assumption that the elements of β are small. Method 3 avoids dependence

on (2.7) by estimating V pβ̂ωq directly from the data without approximating it. The

proposed rule is to select

ω̂PPV � tWrhs : h � argmax P̂ 2
rhs{V̂rhsu

where V̂rhs � c1V̂ pβ̂Wrhs
qc and V̂ pβ̂ωq is a consistent estimator of V pβ̂ωq. We call

this method PPV as a mnemonic for the squared linkage probability divided by the

variance.
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2.6 Simulation Study

In this section we describe Monte Carlo simulations evaluating the performance of

the proposed threshold selection methods for a set of fictional scenarios involving

records from hospital admissions. The downstream statistical analysis focuses on

estimating the association between a binary treatment variable of interest and a

continuous outcome. We explore how the choice of threshold impacts statistical

analysis operating characteristics and compare methods of estimating the threshold

from the data.

2.6.1 Data generation

Pairs of source files were simulated by randomly selecting and perturbing records

drawn from Medicare’s national inpatient claims database. The source file included

claims from 547,856 cardiac surgery hospitalizations during 2008-2013. To create a

pair of simulated files, we first randomly selected 10,000 patients from the Medicare

source file and designated them to be the underlying patient population for data file

A for that simulation iteration. Records were generated in simulated data file A for

all 10,000 patients, and the first 5,000 patients were also generated in file B. We then

randomly sampled an additional 245,000 patients from the Medicare source file and

assumed that these patients generated a record in B only. This approach produced

10,000 file A records and 250,000 file B records with an overlap population of 5,000

potential true matches.

The attributes available for use as linking variables in this simulation were hos-

pital ID, sex, full DOB or birth year, and zip code. A patient’s true attributes

were generated by treating attributes on the Medicare source record as truth. Er-

rors in the recording of attribute values across data files were simulated by using
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the hit-miss measurement error model of Copas and Hilton (1990). The recorded

value of the j-th attribute in the i-th database (i � 1, 2) was set equal to the true

value with probability mji or the attribute of a randomly selected record from the

source file with probability p1 � mjiq. We used the values m01 � m02 � 1.00,

m11 � m12 � m21 � m22 � 0.98, and m31 � m32 � 0.90 where j � 0, 1, 2, 3 refers to

hospital ID, sex, DOB, and zip code, respectively. These probabilities were loosely

based on estimated error rates from an unpublished study involving a national car-

diac surgery registry and Medicare data.

To simulate varying amounts of available identifying information, 40% of records

in file B were assumed to have missing values for birth day and month (but non-

missing birth year) and 20% of file B records were assumed to have missing zip code.

Altogether this process facilitates the use of hospital ID and birth year as blocking

variables. Blocking was utilized in order to significantly reduce the computational

burden of the linkage procedure by reducing the number of permissible candidate

pairings. Blocking achieves this by requiring records to first agree on the blocking

variable before their similarity and likelihood of being a true match is evaluated.

Finally, data for the downstream statistical analysis included a continuous out-

come variable (Y ), a binary (0/1) treatment of interest (X1), and an additional

binary covariate (X2). The true data generating model was chosen to be:

X1 � Bernoullip0.5q

X2|X1 � Bernoullip1{2 � a{2 � aX1q

Y |X1, X2 � Npα � β1X1 � β2X2, 1q.

Data were generated under nine combinations of parameter values involving three
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choices for the strength of association between X1 and X2 (a � 0.4, 0.2, 0.0) and

three choices for the strength of Y ’s association with X2 compared to X1 (β2{β1 �
1, 10, 20). In all simulation scenarios, we set β1 � 0.1.

2.6.2 Linkage Parameter Estimation

To link a pair of simulated databases, we first formed all possible record pairs con-

sisting of one record from each of the two databases. To reduce computation time,

we only considered pairs that agreed on both blocking variables: hospital ID and

birth year. Matching probabilities for these pairs were estimated in a latent class

mixture model (Winkler, 1988; Jaro, 1989) using a set of binary agreement indi-

cators (1=agree, 0=disagree) which were defined for sex pS1q, DOB (S2), and zip

code (S3). Parameters of the mixture model included the proportion of pairs that

were true matches, the conditional distribution of S1, S2, S3 among true matches,

and the conditional distribution of S1, S2, S3 among true non-matches. The main

modeling assumptions were: (1) match statuses and variables S1, S2, S3 from dif-

ferent pairs are independent, (2) variables S1, S2, and S3 are conditionally inde-

pendent given true match status, and (3) missing values for S2 (DOB) and S3 (zip

code) occur completely at random. Parameters were estimated via maximum likeli-

hood using the EM algorithm. After estimating model parameters, pairwise linkage

probabilities were then obtained through an application of Bayes theorem. We cal-

culated xPrpmatch|S1, S2, S3q � xPrpS1, S2, S3|matchq{xPrpS1, S2, S3q for pairs with all

non-missing agreement data and calculated xPrpmatch|S1, S3q, xPrpmatch|S1, S2q, orxPrpmatch|S1q, as appropriate, for pairs with missing data on the file A record for

DOB and/or zip code.

The mixture model analysis described above treats pairs as independent and

ignores one-to-one matching constraints which arise because each file A record can
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match to at most one file B record, and vice versa, in our simulation scenario. There-

fore, in order to identify a single best candidate match to each file A record, we

considered all pairs involving the same file A record simultaneously and selected

the file B record with the highest estimated matching probability, with ties broken

arbitrarily. The result of this procedure was an augmented version of file A con-

taining the data tXi, Y
�
i ,Wiui�1,...,n where Xi is the i-th file A record’s covariate

data, Y �
i is the outcome from the i-th file A record’s proposed match in file B, and

Wi � fpS1, S2, S3qi is the pair’s model-estimated matching probability.

To explore how downstream statistical analysis operating characteristics vary

with the choice of linkage threshold, we first determined the true matching probability

Prp∆ � 1|W q for each of the 18 possible values of W � fpS1, S2, S3q via simulation

and then ranked the sample space of W in order of increasing Prp∆ � 1|W q. We then

linked each pair of simulated databases using all 18 possible thresholds for Prp∆ �
1|W q and performed the downstream analysis in each of these 18 linked databases.

Bias and other downstream analysis operating characteristics were estimated for each

threshold by averaging across 1000 simulation iterations.

2.6.3 Data-driven Threshold Selection

To explore the performance of methods that select a threshold based on estimated

rather than true values of Prp∆ � 1|W q, we implemented the NPP, P50, and PPV

methods from Section 2.5, along with the following 3 comparison methods:

� P99: set ω to be the smallest observed value of W satisfying the constraint

that p̂pωq � xPrp∆ � 1|W � ωq ¥ 0.99.

� MEV: set ω̂MEV � arg minw V̂ pβ̂wq. This is a regression based version of the

minimum estimated variance (MEV) algorithm of Wortman and Reiter (2018).
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We use an empirical sandwich variance estimator to account for the fact that

the analyst’s model for Y �|X1, X2 is misspecified.

� ALL: link all file A records to their proposed match in file B without regard to

the pair’s estimated matching probability.

Bias, extent of attenuation, and other downstream analysis operating charac-

teristics were estimated for each threshold selection method by averaging across

simulation iterations.

2.6.4 Results

We now present results for simulations in which there is a strong X1–X2 association

(a � 0.4). Results for scenarios with other X1–X2 associations (a � 0.0, 0.2) are

similar and are presented in Section 2.10.

Table 2.1 presents estimated error rates for each agreement pattern and displays

the relationship between threshold choice and analysis operating characteristics. As

expected, the number of matched records Nω increases and the proportion of correct

matches Pω decreases as the threshold is made increasingly lenient. Attenuation

as measured by Epβ̂1{β1q is roughly equal to the cumulative proportion of correct

matches Pω, and the smallest attenuation occurs when linkage is limited to pairs

with the highest probability of matching i.e., S � p1, 1, 1q. The linkage probability

threshold with the highest estimated statistical power was ¥ 0.34 in Scenarios 1 and

2 and ¥ 0.73 in Scenario 3 (Table 2.1). These result are consistent with theoretical

findings derived under a Pitman-type alternative with small |β|, namely, that asymp-

totic power is approximately a function of NωP
2
ω and that maximizing asymptotic

power requires that the threshold be relaxed at least until the point where all pairs

with ¡50% probability of being a true match are classified as links.
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Table 2.1: Analysis operating characteristics as a function of linkage threshold in
Scenarios 1–3

Pattern PrpMatch) No. of Recs Attenuation (β̂1{β1) Power

S1, S2, S3 pω Pω nω Nω Scen1 Scen2 Scen3 Scen1 Scen2 Scen3

1,1,1 0.9828 0.983 1861 1861 1.00 1.01 0.97 0.49 0.52 0.47

0,1,1 0.9325 0.982 36 1897 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.50 0.54 0.47

1,1, 0.9311 0.970 604 2501 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.61 0.60 0.57

1,1,0 0.7699 0.934 551 3052 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.68 0.65 0.61

1,,1 0.7382 0.868 1554 4606 0.88 0.89 0.86 0.77 0.76 0.68

0,1, 0.3415 0.864 29 4635 0.87 0.89 0.86 0.78 0.77 0.67

0,1,0 0.0962 0.852 78 4713 0.86 0.88 0.85 0.77 0.75 0.67

1,, 0.0821 0.568 2746 7459 0.58 0.59 0.57 0.62 0.59 0.41

0,,1 0.0796 0.556 199 7658 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.60 0.58 0.41

1,,0 0.0366 0.462 1687 9345 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.54 0.47 0.34

1,0,1 0.0104 0.458 82 9427 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.53 0.47 0.34

0,, 0.0065 0.453 114 9541 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.53 0.47 0.34

0,,0 0.0018 0.445 161 9702 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.52 0.46 0.33

1,0, 0.0009 0.443 45 9747 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.51 0.45 0.33

1,0,0 0.0003 0.441 46 9793 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.50 0.45 0.33

0,0, 0.0002 0.441 5 9798 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.51 0.44 0.33

0,0,1 0.0002 0.440 7 9805 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.50 0.45 0.33

0,0,0 0.0000 0.440 13 9818 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.50 0.44 0.33

Scenario 1: β2{β1 =1; Scenario 2: β2{β1 =10; Scenario 3: β2{β1 =20;

pω � Prr∆ � 1|W � ωs; Pω � Prr∆ � 1|W ¥ ωs;
nω �

°
IpWi � ωq; Nω �

°
IpWi ¥ ωq

Table 2.2 displays the performance of the six threshold selection methods across the

1000 simulations. The proposed data-driven selection rules (NPP, P50, PPV) consistently

achieved the highest power in all scenarios investigated. Although point estimates of the

parameter of interest were somewhat attenuated toward zero, the proposed methods had

the smallest risk for the 0/1 sign error loss function Ipsignpβ̂1q � signpβ1qq. In contrast,
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linking all candidate records (ALL) led to low power and produced point estimates with

at least 50% relative attenuation and a relatively high occurrence of point estimate sign

errors. The MEV method chooses the threshold that minimizes the estimated variance of

the point estimate. Because linking all records was optimal for minimizing variance, the

performance of the MEV method was similar to ALL. Predictably, the conservative P99

method had very little attenuation, but it had low power and a relatively high probability

of producing a point estimate sign error. Power of the proposed methods exceeded the P99

rule, and by extension MEV and ALL, by at least 20% in all 3 scenarios.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of threshold selection methods across 1000 simulation
runs in scenarios with a � 0.2

Average
Thresh.
p̂ω

No.
Linked
Nω̂

Correct
Links
I∆�1

Atten.
β̂1{β1

Var.
var(β̂1)

MSE
mse(β̂1)

Power
IZ¡1.96

Sign
Error
Iβ̂1¤0

β2{β1 � 1

NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0010 0.0012 0.77 0.001

P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0010 0.0012 0.77 0.001

PPV 0.593 4607 0.87 0.88 0.0010 0.0012 0.77 0.001

MEV 0.000 9937 0.43 0.45 0.0005 0.0035 0.50 0.021

P99 0.998 1860 0.98 1.00 0.0026 0.0026 0.49 0.024

ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.45 0.0005 0.0035 0.50 0.021

β2{β1 � 10

NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.89 0.0011 0.0013 0.76 0.004

P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.89 0.0011 0.0013 0.76 0.004

PPV 0.624 4605 0.87 0.89 0.0011 0.0013 0.76 0.004

MEV 0.000 9937 0.43 0.44 0.0006 0.0037 0.44 0.037

P99 0.998 1860 0.98 1.01 0.0027 0.0027 0.52 0.031

ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0006 0.0037 0.44 0.037

β2{β1 � 20

NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.86 0.0012 0.0014 0.68 0.005

P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.86 0.0012 0.0014 0.68 0.005

PPV 0.639 4603 0.87 0.86 0.0012 0.0014 0.68 0.005

MEV 0.000 9937 0.43 0.44 0.0009 0.0040 0.33 0.065

P99 0.998 1860 0.98 0.97 0.0027 0.0027 0.47 0.026

ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0009 0.0040 0.33 0.065

2.7 Conclusion

We investigated the operating characteristics of linkage data analysis in a GLM framework

when non-linked records are excluded or considered to have missing GLM response data.

We developed a new framework for balancing the trade-off between false positive links and
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false non-links. Commonly, linkage studies will set high thresholds to reduce attenuation

of the treatment effect point estimate by only analyzing records that are relatively certain

to be true matches. However, we showed that requiring a very high degree of certainty

for linkage in order to minimize bias can be counter-productive as it may decrease the

probability of obtaining a point estimate in the correct direction and with a confidence

interval correctly excluding the null value of zero. Under a particular measurement error

model and particular sequence of local alternatives, we proved that maximizing asymptotic

power requires that the threshold be relaxed at least until the point where all pairs with

¡50% probability of being a true match are classified as links. Data driven threshold

selection rules based on these theoretical findings were shown to perform well in Monte

Carlo simulations.

Prior studies have explored the impact of linkage errors on statistical analysis of linked

data and many of these have found that even small proportions of linkage errors can lead

to bias (Blakely and Salmond, 2002; Neter et al., 1965; Krewski et al., 2005; Brenner et al.,

1997; Campbell, 2009; Moore et al., 2014; Harron et al., 2014; Baldi et al., 2010). In

addition, false positive linkage errors have been regarded as more problematic than false

negative linkage errors because the former will typically cause bias in the estimation of risk

ratios and other relative difference measures whereas the latter may not cause bias assuming

that the errors are non-differential (Neuhaus, 1999). These findings have led researchers

to recommend a conservative approach to linkage threshold selection in which sensitivity

is intentionally sacrificed in order to minimize false positives (Blakely and Salmond, 2002).

Our results provide an alternative perspective for evaluating the tradeoff between false

positive and negative link decisions and suggest that a highly conservative approach may

not always be optimal. Instead of minimizing bias, our approach seeks to optimize the net

effect of both bias and sampling error.

The results of this study should be interpreted in light of certain limitations and caveats.

The study focuses on a specific clinical research scenario in which the purpose of linkage is to

measure the study outcome and non-linked records are considered to have missing data for
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the study outcome. The theoretical findings and algorithms may not apply to other linkage

scenarios. Results were derived under a specific set of modeling assumptions including the

assumption that the probability of a linkage error is unrelated to the study outcome. Some

results also relied on the assumption that GLM regression coefficients are small. These

assumptions may not be appropriate for some studies. We focused on clinical studies using

generalized linear models and did not consider the properties of other methods such as

propensity matching or propensity weighting. Finally, as mentioned above, the application

of our NPP and PPV methods require the analyst to estimate matching probabilities and

this is highly challenging in the absence of gold standard data. The P50 method can be

used when knowledge of linkage probabilities is relatively imprecise but this method will

not generally choose a threshold that is optimal. Future research should extend and apply

these findings to additional response distributions and alternative statistical tests.

2.8 Taylor Series Derivation

Sab �

EX

�
Pωg

�1pα� γX1β0q � p1� Pωqc
�
α,γβ0

� g�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0q

apφqb2
�
b1�1pg�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0qq

�
g1 pg�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0qq

��
��� X

1

�
��� �

�
��� 0

0

�
��� .

Taylor series: fpγq � fp0q � f 1p0qpγ � 0q � 1
2f

2p0qpγ � 0q2 �Opγ3q
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fnumpγq �
 
Pωg

�1pα� γX1β0q � p1� Pωq

»
g�1

�
α� γu1β0

�
fXpu|∆ � 0qdu

� g�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0q
(
z1

f 1numpγq �
 
Pω

�
g1pg�1pα� γX1β0qq

��1
pX1β0q

� p1� Pωq

» �
g1pg�1pα� γu1β0qq

��1
pu1β0qfXpu|∆ � 0qdu

� rg1pg�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0qqs
�1pa0 �X1b0q

(
z1

fnump0q �
 
Pωg

�1pαq � p1� Pωqg
�1pαq

»
fXpu|∆ � 0qdu� g�1pαq

(
z1 � 0

f 1nump0q �
 
PωpX

1β0q � p1� Pωqβ0

»
ufXpu|∆ � 0qdu

�
�
g1pg�1pαqq

��1
pa0 �X1b0q

( �
g1pg�1pαqq

��1
z1

�
 
PωX

1β0 � p1� Pωqβ0d
� � pa0 �X1b0q

( �
g1pg�1pαqq

��1
z1,

where d� �

»
ufXpu|∆ � 0qdu
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fdenpγq � b2pb
1�1pg�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0qqqg

1pg�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0qq

let t � α� γa0 � γX1b0

f 1denpγq � b3pb
1�1pg�1ptqqq

�
b2pb

1�1pg�1ptqqqg1pg�1ptqq
��1

pX 1t1 � t0qg
1pg�1ptqq

� b2pb
1�1pg�1ptqqqg2pg�1ptqq

�
g1pg�1pα� γa0 � γX1b0qq

��1
pa0 �X1b0q

fdenp0q � b2pb
1�1pg�1pαqqqg1pg�1pαqq

f 1denp0q � b3pb
1�1pg�1pαqqq

�
b2pb

1�1pg�1pαqqq
��1

pa0 �X1b0q

� b2pb
1�1pg�1pαqqqg2pg�1pαqq

�
g1pg�1pαqq

��1
pa0 �X1b0q

fpγq � fp0q � γf 1p0q

�
fnump0q

fdenp0q
� γ rf 1nump0qfdenp0q � fnump0qf

1
denp0qs

� 0� γf 1nump0qfdenp0q � 0

2.9 Proof of Lemma 2.5.1

Recall the notation previously defined: πrhs � πWrhs
, Prhs � PWrhs

, λrhs � λWrhs
� πrhsP

2
rhs,

and prhs � ppWrhsq, frhs � πrhs � πrh�1s where Pr0s � 1 and πr0s � Nr0s � 0. To prove that

λrh�1s ¡ λrhs when prh�1s ¡ 1{2, note that

Prh�1s �
πrhsPrhs � frh�1sprh�1s

πrhs � frh�1s
,

where frh�1s is the additional fraction of records linked when the threshold is lowered from

prhs to prh�1s. Note that by definition of Wrh�1s as a distinct value observed in the data,
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frh�1s ¡ 0. Then the ratio of noncentrality parameters λrh�1s : λrhs from one threshold to

another is

λrh�1s

λrhs
�
πrh�1sP

2
rh�1s

πrhsP
2
rhs

�

pπrhs � frh�1sq

�
πrhsPrhs � frh�1sprh�1s

πrhs � frh�1s

�2

πrhsP
2
rhs

�

�
πrhsPrhs � frh�1sprh�1s

πrhsPrhs

�2 N�
pπrhs � frh�1sq

2

πrhspπrhs � frh�1sq

�

�

�
1�

frh�1sprh�1s

πrhsPrhs

�2 N�
1�

frh�1s

πrhs



.

When prh�1s ¡ 1{2 we have

λrh�1s

λrhs
�

�
1�

frh�1sprh�1s

πrhsPrhs

�2 N�
1�

frh�1s

πrhs




�

�
1� 2

frh�1sprh�1s

πrhsPrhs
�

�
frh�1sprh�1s

πrhsPrhs


2
�N�

1�
frh�1s

πrhs




¡ 1

where the last inequality follows because

�
frh�1sprh�1s

πrhsPrhs


2

¥ 0 and 2
frh�1sprh�1s

πrhsPrhs
¡
frh�1s

πrhs
.

Hence, based upon the proof above and under the assumptions used for this analysis,

inclusion of records with match probabilities ¡ 0.50 increases the asymptotic power of a

regression analysis of probabilistically linked data.
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2.10 Simulation Results continued

Table 2.3: Comparison of threshold selection methods across 1000 simulation runs
in scenarios with a � 0.00

Average
Thresh.
p̂ω

No.
Linked
Nω̂

Correct
Links
I∆�1

Atten.
β̂1{β1

Variance
var(β̂1)

MSE
mse(β̂1)

Power
IZ¡1.96

Sign
Error
Iβ̂1¤0

β2{β1 � 1
NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.86 0.0009 0.0011 0.83 0.003
P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.86 0.0009 0.0011 0.83 0.003
PPV 0.625 4605 0.87 0.86 0.0009 0.0011 0.83 0.003
MEV 0.000 9938 0.43 0.43 0.0004 0.0037 0.57 0.023
P99 0.998 1859 0.98 0.95 0.0021 0.0022 0.54 0.023
ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.43 0.0004 0.0037 0.57 0.023

β2{β1 � 10
NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0009 0.0010 0.84 0.003
P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0009 0.0010 0.84 0.003
PPV 0.638 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0009 0.0010 0.84 0.003
MEV 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0005 0.0036 0.54 0.020
P99 0.998 1859 0.98 1.01 0.0022 0.0022 0.59 0.023
ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0005 0.0036 0.54 0.020

β2{β1 � 20
NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.86 0.0011 0.0013 0.74 0.004
P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.86 0.0011 0.0013 0.74 0.004
PPV 0.642 4604 0.87 0.86 0.0011 0.0013 0.74 0.004
MEV 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0008 0.0039 0.37 0.051
P99 0.998 1859 0.98 0.98 0.0022 0.0022 0.55 0.019
ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0008 0.0039 0.37 0.051
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Table 2.4: Comparison of threshold selection methods across 1000 simulation runs
in scenarios with a � 0.20

Average
Thresh.
p̂ω

No.
Linked
Nω̂

Correct
Links
I∆�1

Atten.
β̂1{β1

Variance
var(β̂1)

MSE
mse(β̂1)

Power
IZ¡1.96

Sign
Error
Iβ̂1¤0

β2{β1 � 1
NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.87 0.0009 0.0011 0.82 0.001
P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.87 0.0009 0.0011 0.82 0.001
PPV 0.619 4606 0.87 0.87 0.0009 0.0011 0.82 0.001
MEV 0.000 9938 0.43 0.43 0.0004 0.0037 0.56 0.019
P99 0.998 1861 0.98 0.98 0.0023 0.0023 0.55 0.021
ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.43 0.0004 0.0037 0.56 0.019

β2{β1 � 10
NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0010 0.0012 0.80 0.000
P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0010 0.0012 0.80 0.000
PPV 0.634 4605 0.87 0.88 0.0010 0.0012 0.80 0.000
MEV 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0005 0.0037 0.49 0.030
P99 0.998 1861 0.98 0.99 0.0024 0.0024 0.56 0.027
ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0005 0.0037 0.49 0.030

β2{β1 � 20
NPP 0.642 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0012 0.0013 0.74 0.002
P50 0.642 4604 0.87 0.88 0.0012 0.0013 0.74 0.002
PPV 0.641 4602 0.87 0.88 0.0012 0.0013 0.74 0.002
MEV 0.000 9937 0.43 0.44 0.0007 0.0038 0.36 0.050
P99 0.998 1861 0.98 0.99 0.0023 0.0023 0.53 0.016
ALL 0.000 9938 0.43 0.44 0.0007 0.0038 0.36 0.048
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3

Impact of Outcome Misclassification in Record

Linkage

Record linkage is a critical tool for linking clinical databases to disease and vital status

registries. Probabilistic record linkage procedures deal with messy, non-unique person

identifiers by scoring pairs of records based on the level of agreement observed in a set of

record fields and then declaring pairs with scores above a user-specified threshold to be

links. Although false positive linkage errors can be minimized by using a relatively strict

threshold, this comes at the expense of increasing false negative linkage errors. Chapter 2

examined the consequences of linkage errors in a setting in which the failure to link a record

causes the downstream statistical analysis to have missing data for the study outcome

variable. Here, we examine the consequences of linkage errors in a setting in which linkage

errors cause the study outcome variable to be misclassified. We focus on a scenario in

which the estimand of interest can be expressed as a linear combination of independent

binomial proportions having mean zero under the study’s null hypothesis. Using large

sample approximations and a model for linkage errors, we derive an expression for the

Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of a Wald test calculated with a misclassified
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outcome compared to an error-free outcome and use this expression to generate insights

for planning and implementing studies using record linkage.

3.1 Introduction

Record linkage is a critical tool for linking clinical databases to disease surveillance and

vital status registries. Probabilistic record linkage procedures deal with messy, non-unique

person identifiers by scoring pairs of records based on the level of agreement observed in

a set of record fields and then declaring pairs with scores above a user-specified threshold

to be links. Although false positive linkage errors can be minimized by using a relatively

strict threshold, this comes at the expense of increasing false negative linkage errors.

Chapter 2 examined the consequences of linkage errors in a setting in which the failure

to link a record causes the downstream statistical analysis to have missing data for the

study outcome variable. Here, we examine the consequences of linkage errors in a setting

in which linkage errors cause the study outcome variable to be misclassified. This scenario

arises when a study’s outcome variable is ascertained by linking to a disease or death

registry and patients without a matching record are presumed to be free of the outcome.

In such a study, the probability of a misclassified outcome depends directly on how the

record linkage is implemented.

The impact of covariate and outcome misclassification on statistical power and precision

has been investigated for studies using binary, continuous and survival outcomes (Lagakos,

1988a,b; Neuhaus, 1999; Misumi et al., 2010). However, this effect is not well documented

in the context of record linkage. We use large sample approximations and a model for

linkage errors to develop an expression relating record linkage implementation decisions to

downstream statistical efficiency.

The expression we develop relating errors in record linkage to statistical efficiency can

be used in several contexts. First, when performing sample size and power calculations,

the expression can be used to adjust the sample size for linkage errors. Second, when
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planning a record linkage study investigators may be presented with an opportunity to

improve record linkage accuracy by performing additional data collection to obtain higher

quality identifiers. Our expression can help to determine whether the cost of such data

collection is ‘worth it.’ Third, Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) are often in the position

of having to weigh the privacy risks of performing record linkage with more versus less

specific identifiers in relation to expected benefits (Kum and Ahalt, 2011; Kum et al.,

2017; Li et al., 2019; Kum et al., 2019). Our expression can inform IRB deliberations by

quantifying the potential benefit of using relatively more versus less accurate identifiers.

Finally, when selecting the score threshold to use in a probabilistic record linkage procedure,

our expression can shed light on how to strike an optimal balance between false negative

and false positive linkage errors.

3.2 Impact of Binary Response Misclassification

Suppose that file A contains n records from patients in a study’s target population and

that the binary study outcome variable, Y , is ascertained through linkage to a disease

registry, file B. We assume that patients in file A are divided into k groups and that they

are a stratified random sample from the target population of interest. We further assume

that B is a gold standard such that the presence of a record in B implies having the disease

outcome of interest (Y � 1) and that absence of a record in B implies not having the

disease outcome of interest (Y � 0). In this scenario, the goal of linkage is to decide for

each file A record whether there is a corresponding record in file B.

Let µj denote the true mean of Y in the j-th group (0   µj   1) and suppose the study

goal is to estimate the linear combination

δ � c1µ1 � . . .� ckµk

under the constraint
°
j cj � 0; j � 1, . . . , k. This type of analysis includes as special cases

the comparison of two or more randomized treatment groups and the comparison of two or
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more non-randomized treatment groups using a stratification-based direct standardization

adjustment (e.g. propensity stratification as done in Wortman and Reiter (2018)). We

estimate δ with δ̂ �
°
j cjµ̂j where µ̂j is the sample proportion in the j-th group.

Imperfect record linkage results in errors that cause the outcome to be potentially

misclassified, with errors such as false negatives pY � � 0, Y � 1q and false positives pY � �

1, Y � 0q. Assume the distribution of Y �|Y,X is the same as the distribution of Y �|Y.

Denote the sensitivity and false positive fraction (FPF) of the linkage analysis by

φ � PrpY � � 1|Y � 1q and ψpφq � PrpY � � 1|Y � 0q,

where φ is the sensitivity or recall and 1 � ψpφq is the specificity. We write ψpφq because

φ and ψ increase with increasing PrpY � � 1q and thus it is reasonable to treat one as an

increasing function of the other. For notation purposes we will refer to ψpφq as ψφ from

here onwards. Under misclassification, the mean and variance of Y � within a group j are

µ�j � pφ� ψφqµj � ψφ v�j � µ�j p1� µ�j q{nj ,

where nj is the number of records in group j. We regard nj as fixed not random but the

following derivation of ARE with random nj would be very similar and would lead to the

same ARE expression. The variances v�j can be estimated consistently even in the presence

of linkage errors by estimating and plugging in sample proportions µ̂�j to the expression

above. The estimator using misclassified outcome data is δ̂� �
°
cjµ̂

�
j and has mean and

variance

Erδ̂�s �
¸
j

cjµ
�
j and V pδ̂�q �

¸
j

c2
jv

�
j .

The objective of this linkage study is to estimate the linear combination δ and test

H0 : δ � 0. Due to linkage errors this must be done using the estimator δ̂�. We consider

the behavior of δ̂� in an asymptotic analysis in which nj � naj where aj ¡ 0 and n grows
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large. Since the sample proportions are the MLEs of the group means µ�j , we have that

δ̂� � δ�b
V pδ̂�q

d
ÝÑ Np0, 1q.

Since consistent estimation of the estimator’s variance is possible, we can consider a Wald

type test statistic for this hypothesis test

W � �
δ̂�b
V̂ pδ̂�q

.

When the null is true and δ � 0, W � is approximately Np0, 1q. Hence, the Type I error

rate is not inflated by conducting inference with W � in place of W � δ̂{

b
V̂ pδ̂q. However,

the efficiency of W � will be less than that of W when the null hypothesis does not hold. We

examine this loss in efficiency via the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of W � compared

to W under local alternatives. We will denote this as ARE(W � : W q.

To study the behavior of δ̂� under local alternatives, assume µj � µ0 � n�1{2βj for a

scalar µ0 and nuisance parameter βj . The mean and variance of δ̂� are now

Erδ̂�s �
¸
j

cjµ
�
j �

¸
j

cj

�
pφ� ψφqpµ0 � n�1{2βjq � ψφ

�
� n�1{2pφ� ψφq

¸
j

cjβj ,

where the last equality follows from
°
j cj � 0, and

V pδ̂�q �
¸
j

c2
j

naj

�
pφ� ψφqpµ0 � n�1{2βjq � ψφ

� �
1� pφ� ψφqpµ0 � n�1{2βjq � ψφ

�
.

Then the ARE is
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AREpW � : W q � lim
nÑ8

t d
dβj

Erδ̂�su2{V pδ̂�q

t d
dβj

Erδ̂su2{V pδ̂q

� lim
nÑ8

$'&
'%

!
d
dβj

°
cjrpφ� ψφqpµ0 � n�1{2βjq � ψφs

)2

°
c2
j{pnajqrpφ� ψφqpµ0 � n�1{2βjq � ψφsr1� pφ� ψφqpµ0 � n�1{2βjq � ψφs

,/.
/-$'&

'%
!

d
dβj

°
cjpµ0 � n�1{2βjq

)2

°
c2
j{pnajqpµ0 � n�1{2βjqp1� pµ0 � n�1{2βjqq

,/.
/-

� lim
nÑ8

$'&
'%

!
n�1{2pφ� ψφq

°
j cj

)2

°
c2
j{pajqrpφ� ψφqpµ0 � n�1{2βjq � ψφsr1� pφ� ψφqpµ0 � n�1{2βjq � ψφs

,/.
/-#  

n�1{2
°
cj
(2°

c2
j{pajqpµ0 � n�1{2βjqp1� pµ0 � n�1{2βjqq

+

�
pφ� ψφq

2µ0p1� µ0q
°
c2
j{aj!

rpφ� ψφqµ0 � ψφsr1� pφ� ψφqµ0 � ψφs
°
c2
j{aj

)

AREpW � : W q �
pφ� ψφq

2µ0p1� µ0q

rpφ� ψφqµ0 � ψφsr1� pφ� ψφqµ0 � ψφs
.

We now note some observations regarding ARE(W � : W ). First, ARE is bounded

above by sensitivity φ when the misclassified expected value is less than the true expected

value; µ�0   µ0. To show this, assume φ ¡ ψφ and pφ� ψφqµ0 � ψφ   µ0. Now

AREpW � : W q �
pφ� ψφq

2µ0p1� µ0q

tpφ� ψφqµ0 � ψφu t1� pφ� ψφqµ0 � ψφu

¤
pφq2µ0p1� µ0q

tφµ0u t1� µ0u

� φ.
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Second, as seen above, ARE when ψφ � 0 and when φ � 1 is, respectively,

φp1� µ0q

1� φµ0
and

p1� ψφqµ0

tp1� ψφqµ0 � ψφu
.

Third, ARE can be approximated by the product of sensitivity and positive predictive

value (PPV), defined as 1-FPF, when the event rate (µ0) is small. To prove this write

a � ψφ{µ0 and ARE = φ PPV�

�
ARE

φPPV



. Note that

lim
µ0Ñ0

ARE

φPPV
� lim

µ0Ñ0

φµ0 � aµ0p1� µ0q

φ2µ0

pφ� aµ0q
2µ0p1� µ0q

tpφ� aµ0qµ0 � aµ0u t1� pφ� aµ0qµ0 � aµ0u

�
φ� a

φ2

φ2

φ� a

� 1.

3.3 Numerical Illustrations

We see from above that the ARE has a complicated expression and depends on parameters

that are not estimable in practice. However, this can be handled as in any sample size and

power calculation; i.e. in some cases these can be approximated or hypothesized from prior

studies and prior information. In some cases it may be possible to at least approximate

these quantities from another source or from a manual review of a subset of the linked

records. In practice this ARE expression could be used to adjust sample size calculations.

For example, if a sample size of N is necessary to achieve a given power level with W , the

same power can be obtained under a sample size of N{AREpW � : W q. To demonstrate the

impact of ARE on a sample size calculation, suppose an analysis with the true outcome

has power 0.9 when N � 1000. Then an ARE of 0.8 would require a sample size of 1250

or a 25% increase in the sample size.

Yet another interpretation of this ARE expression is possible for the context of investi-
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gators debating the investment for collection of further or more accurate linking variables.

This expression can be used to answer the question of how much better one set of variables

is to another. Suppose an investigator has a choice between two sets of linking variables.

Set #1 can achieve sensitivity = 0.60 with an FPF of 0.001 and set #2 can achieve sen-

sitivity 0.90 with an FPF of 0.001. If the true event probability is approximately 0.20

(µ0 � 0.20) then the AREs for set #1 and #2 are 0.54 and 0.87, respectively. Dividing

these two AREs gives a ratio of 1.62 which suggests set #1 requires more than a 60%

increase in sample size to be as efficient as set #2. An investigator can weigh the benefit of

a more conservative FPF against the financial cost, time and resources necessary to obtain

the additional, or higher quality, variables necessary for such an FPF. This can also be

helpful for IRB members who must weight the risk of privacy violations against access to

variables that would facilitate such operating characteristics.

Despite its complicated expression, the ARE can have a simple interpretation, especially

in the rare events case where, as shown above, it is approximately the product of sensitivity

and PPV. This result provides a simple expression that can be used to determine whether

the increase in sensitivity is worth the drop in PPV. For example, in the rare events case,

suppose one threshold has 0.50 sensitivity and 0.95 PPV and another threshold has 0.76

PPV, an investigator would only want to choose the latter threshold if its sensitivity is

greater than 0.625. In other words, the sensitivity of the second threshold must be greater

than that of the first by a factor of at least 1.25 to offset the fact that the first threshold’s

PPV was higher by a factor of 1.25. As another example, suppose the first threshold has

both high sensitivity and high PPV; e.g. 0.95 and 0.80 respectively. Then any alternate

threshold with PPV less than 0.76 would not be worth it; even a perfect sensitivity of 1.0

would result in an ARE less than that of the first threshold with such a low PPV. This

is because an increase in sensitivity beyond 5.3% is not possible when the first threshold’s

sensitivity was already so high.

We provide a demonstration and visualization of the behavior of the asymptotic rela-

tive efficiency of a misclassified linkage outcome relative to the true outcome. Excluding
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the heatmap, all figures, tables and statements below assume µ0 � 0.01 unless otherwise

specified; i.e. we focus on investigation of the rare events case.

The heatmap in Figure 3.1 shows how levels of ARE vary jointly by levels of sensitivity

and FPF when µ0 � 0.5. Certain combinations of these two parameters lead to higher

versus lower values of ARE. Though dependent on µ0, this figure provides a visual of how

quickly ARE changes in absolute magnitude across the spectrum of possible sensitivities

and specificities.

Figure 3.1: ARE heatmap when µ0 � 0.5

Figure 3.2 visually isolates how swiftly ARE decreases with increasing FPF at four

specific levels of sensitivity. It also graphically demonstrates how sensitivity can be an

upper bound on ARE. It is clear to see that ARE decreases very quickly at smaller FPF

values but has less dramatic decreases in value as FPF increases.
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Figure 3.2: ARE by FPF

We can also use Figure 3.2 to demonstrate when it may be advantageous to accept a

method with a lower sensitivity in exchange for a smaller FPF. For example, a linkage rule

with a sensitivity of 0.80 and a FPF of 0.0010 has considerably better ARE (0.71) than a

linkage rule with 0.90 sensitivity and a FPF of 0.010 (ARE=0.42). In fact, the first rule

has superior ARE so long as the second rule has a FPF ¥ 0.0024. Another example starts

with a rule that has 0.005 FPF and sensitivity of 0.90. Improving sensitivity from 0.90 to

1.0 is only worthwhile if the FPF remains below approximately 0.0075 (50% increase from

the first linkage rule). If FPF reaches or exceeds this then the new rule will have worse

ARE despite its superior sensitivity.

Table 3.1 is based upon the same data as Figure 3.2 and depicts the ratio obtained by

dividing the ARE at the given sensitivity and FPF combination by the max observed ARE
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in the given column; i.e. proportion of max ARE = AREij{max(AREj) where max(ARE)

in this case is the ARE when FPF = 0 at the given sensitivity φj for each curve. From this

table we see how quickly ARE drops relative to the maximum possible value with increasing

FPF values for varying sensitivity levels. Returning to the case where investigators have a

choice between two different linkage rules or methods that would be similar in sensitivity

but differ noticeably in specificity, this table is an example of how much relative ARE may

be lost between the two methods. For example, if linkage rule #1 would have sensitivity

of 0.8 and FPF of 0.015, and linkage rule #2 would have sensitivity 0.8 and FPF of 0.005

then the second rule would have approximately 79% more efficiency than the second rule.

Table 3.1: Proportion of max(ARE) by sensitivity & FPF

FPF
Sensitivity

1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7

0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

0.001 0.909 0.900 0.889 0.874

0.005 0.666 0.641 0.613 0.580

0.010 0.497 0.470 0.440 0.407

0.015 0.396 0.370 0.342 0.311

0.020 0.329 0.305 0.279 0.251

We now come to the question of how to judge between linkage thresholds with differing

sensitivities and FPFs. Specifically, if a lower threshold results in an increase in FPF, how

to assess whether its larger sensitivity compensates for the increase in FPF and thereby

increases ARE. Table 3.2 shows the necessary change in sensitivity to maintain a given level

of ARE under a given increase in FPF. As with other results in this section, the values

presented in Table 3.2 are for µ0 � 0.01 and in general the results are sensitive to µ0. For

comparison, an additional table when µ0 � 0.10, 0.30 can be found in Section 3.5. Some
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general observations include that the necessary change in sensitivity is small when initial

sensitivity is not small and initial FPF is quite small;   2% for all sensitivities when FPF

doubles from 0.0001. Larger FPFs appear to require more considerable increases in sensi-

tivity to maintain the ARE; e.g. when φ0 � 0.5 and ψ increases from 0.0001 to 0.010, the

new sensitivity necessary to prevent a decline in ARE is nearly 100 times larger than the

original sensitivity pφ1 � 0.987q and is in fact nearly 1. From the results shown, it appears

that the proportional increase in sensitivity is dependent on the absolute magnitude of the

false positive fraction; the necessary increase for a 2-fold change in ψ when ψ0 � 0.0001

and φ0 � 0.80 is about 1% versus 9% when ψ0 � 0.001 and increases 2-fold to ψ1 � 0.002.

Table 3.2: Necessary change in sensitivity φ to account for change in FPF

Change in FPF
φ0 � 0.5 φ0 � 0.8 φ0 � 0.9 φ0 � 0.95

(Ratio)

0.0001 versus 0.0002 (2x)
0.5 Ñ 0.509

(1.019)
0.8 Ñ0.810

(1.012)
0.9 Ñ 0.910

(1.011)
0.95 Ñ 0.960

(1.010)

0.0001 versus 0.0005 (5x)
0.5 Ñ 0.536

(1.072)
0.8 Ñ0.837

(1.046)
0.9 Ñ 0.937

(1.041)
0.95 Ñ 0.987

(1.039)

0.0001 versus 0.0010 (10x)
0.5 Ñ 0.575

(1.151)
0.8 Ñ0.879

(1.099)
0.9 Ñ0.980

(1.089)
NA

0.0001 versus 0.0100 (100x)
0.5 Ñ 0.987

(1.974)
NA NA NA

0.001 versus 0.002 (2x)
0.5 Ñ 0.564

(1.129)
0.8 Ñ0.874

(1.092)
0.9 Ñ0.976

(1.084)
NA

0.001 versus 0.005 (5x)
0.5 Ñ 0.711

(1.422)
NA NA NA

0.001 versus 0.010 (10x)
0.5 Ñ 0.888

(1.776)
NA NA NA

0.001 versus 0.100 (100x) NA NA NA NA

Table 3.2 also reveals that there is an upper bound on changes in FPF, beyond which

they cannot be offset by changes in sensitivity. These are indicated by the NA cells. For
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example, if a given linkage threshold has sensitivity 0.8 and FPF 0.001 (and µ0=0.01), and

all other thresholds have FPF of at least 0.005, none of the alternative thresholds should be

considered because even if they have perfect sensitivity of 1.0 they cannot have as high an

ARE as the first threshold. When initial sensitivity is 0.95 and initial FPF is 0.001, even

a twofold increase in FPF is beyond accounting for; ARE when sensitivity is 1.0 and FPF

is 0.002 is less than that when sensitivity is 0.95 and FPF is 0.001. In fact, calculations

prove that even a threshold with sensitivity as low as 0.51 and FPF 0.0001 is preferable

over a threshold with perfect sensitivity if the second threshold has an FPF 100-fold larger

at 0.01. Note that, as previously mentioned, this particular bound is sensitive to the event

rate.

Suppose the relationship between FPF and sensitivity follows the curve ψφ � 0.011{φ,

shown in Figure 3.3. Under this assumed relationship we can investigate in Figure 3.4

how the FPF varies with increasing µ0 at the optimal threshold corresponding to maximal

ARE. We see in this figure that the optimal threshold occurs at increasing levels of FPF

as µ0 increases. This emphasizes the importance of keeping FPF near the same magnitude

as µ0 when µ0 is small. We also see that the relationship between these two parameters is

a step function with increasingly wider steps; i.e. that a particular FPF is optimal for a

given range of µ0 before it must shrink to achieve the maximal possible ARE.
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Figure 3.3: FPF by sensitivity (ψφ � 0.011{φ)

Figure 3.4: FPF of threshold with maximal ARE by µ0 when φ P r0.5, 1s, ψ �
0.011{φ
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3.4 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we derived the Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency of an outcome misclas-

sified due to imperfect record linkage with the purpose of identifying the optimal balance

between linkage errors and analytical efficiency. Commonly, researchers prioritize minimiz-

ing attenuation of the point estimate by selecting a highly conservative threshold. Such a

threshold would naturally have a very small false positive fraction. However, our numerical

examples show that a balance between low FPF and high sensitivity is the key to optimal

efficiency of the erroneous linkage outcome in place of the true outcome.

The findings of this chapter may be utilized when designing future linkage studies

by informing investigators and review board members alike as to the statistical impact

of linkage errors. Investigators conducting record linkage studies wherein there may be

misclassification due to the chosen linkage threshold should be particularly conscious of

increasing both sensitivity and FPF as they decrease the linkage threshold, and of the

subsequent impact on efficiency of the linked outcome. It is advisable to invest additional

resources to obtain highly discriminatory and high quality linking variables to ensure this

tradeoff can be balanced favorably.

This chapter investigated a specific research scenario in which the objective was to

measure the association between covariates of interest and a health status outcome. This

scenario specifically defined the health status based on the link decision; if linked, the

patient has the outcome, if not linked the patient does not have the outcome. Hence, this

scenario focuses on record linkage when those not linked are not considered to have missing

data but to be free of a primary event or condition of interest. We focused on binary

outcomes and did not consider time-to-event analyses. The exact efficiency expression

derived also requires estimability or approximation of sensitivity and PPV at the very least

in the rare events case. Finally, to explicitly estimate the asymptotic relative efficiency one

would need to estimate or approximate the sensitivity, specificity and an unbiased estimate

of the null event rate µ0. Due to the sensitivity to the event rate, it is difficult to generalize
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these results too broadly. Even so, future work may succeed in providing thumb rules that

make the findings more intuitive and accessible. Additionally, further study may provide

insight into a specific correlation between linkage match probabilities and the analytical

operating characteristics.

3.5 Additional Results

Tables 3.3, 3.4 shows the necessary change in sensitivity to maintain a given level of ARE

under a given increase in FPF when µ0 � 0.3, 0.1 respectively. Considering Table 3.3, we

see that when initial sensitivity is not small and initial FPF is quite small, we observe that

the necessary change in sensitivity is negligible. Larger FPFs require more considerable

increases in sensitivity to maintain the ARE; e.g. when φ0 � 0.8 and ψ increases from 0.01

to 0.10, the new sensitivity necessary to prevent a decline in ARE is over 13% larger than

the original sensitivity pφ1 � 0.905q. It is clear from the results that the proportional in-

crease in sensitivity is primarily dependent on the absolute magnitude of the false positive

fraction; the necessary increase for a 10-fold change in ψ when ψ0 � 0.001 and φ0 � 0.90

is 1.2% versus 10% when ψ0 � 0.01 and increases 10-fold to ψ1 � 0.10.
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Table 3.3: Necessary change in sensitivity φ to account for change in FPF when
µ0 � 0.3

Change in FPF
φ0 � 0.5 φ0 � 0.8 φ0 � 0.9 φ0 � 0.95

(Ratio)

0.0001 versus 0.0005 (5x)
0.5 Ñ 0.501

(1.003)
0.8 Ñ0.801

(1.001)
0.9 Ñ 0.901

(1.001)
0.95 Ñ 0.951

(1.001)

0.0001 versus 0.0010 (10x)
0.5 Ñ 0.503

(1.006)
0.8 Ñ0.802

(1.003)
0.9 Ñ0.902

(1.003)
0.95 Ñ0.952

(1.002)

0.0001 versus 0.0100 (100x)
0.5 Ñ 0.531

(1.063)
0.8 Ñ0.826

(1.033)
0.9 Ñ0.924

(1.027)
0.95 Ñ0.973

(1.025)

0.001 versus 0.002 (2x)
0.5 Ñ 0.503

(1.007)
0.8 Ñ0.803

(1.003)
0.9 Ñ0.903

(1.003)
0.95 Ñ0.952

(1.003)

0.001 versus 0.005 (5x)
0.5 Ñ 0.513

(1.026)
0.8 Ñ0.811

(1.013)
0.9 Ñ0.910

(1.011)
0.95 Ñ0.960

(1.010)

0.001 versus 0.010 (10x)
0.5 Ñ 0.528

(1.057)
0.8 Ñ0.824

(1.030)
0.9 Ñ0.922

(1.024)
0.95 Ñ0.971

(1.022)

0.010 versus 0.020 (2x)
0.5 Ñ 0.529

(1.058)
0.8 Ñ0.825

(1.031)
0.9 Ñ0.923

(1.027)
0.95 Ñ0.972

(1.024)

0.010 versus 0.050 (5x)
0.5 Ñ 0.605

(1.209)
0.8 Ñ0.891

(1.114)
0.9 Ñ0.986

(1.095)
NA

0.010 versus 0.100 (10x)
0.5 Ñ 0.706

(1.412)
0.8 Ñ 0.982

(1.227)
NA NA
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Table 3.4: Necessary change in sensitivity φ to account for change in FPF when
µ0 � 0.1

Change in FPF
φ0 � 0.5 φ0 � 0.8 φ0 � 0.9 φ0 � 0.95

(Ratio)

0.0001 versus 0.0005 (5x)
0.5 Ñ 0.504

(1.008)
0.8 Ñ0.804

(1.005)
0.9 Ñ 0.904

(1.004)
0.95 Ñ 0.954

(1.004)

0.0001 versus 0.0010 (10x)
0.5 Ñ 0.509

(1.018)
0.8 Ñ0.808

(1.010)
0.9 Ñ0.908

(1.009)
0.95 Ñ0.958

(1.009)

0.0001 versus 0.0100 (100x)
0.5 Ñ 0.585

(1.170)
0.8 Ñ0.884

(1.105)
0.9 Ñ0.983

(1.092)
NA)

0.001 versus 0.002 (2x)
0.5 Ñ 0.509

(1.019)
0.8 Ñ0.809

(1.011)
0.9 Ñ0.909

(1.010)
0.95 Ñ0.959

(1.009)

0.001 versus 0.005 (5x)
0.5 Ñ 0.536

(1.072)
0.8 Ñ0.835

(1.044)
0.9 Ñ0.935

(1.039)
0.95 Ñ0.984

(1.036)

0.001 versus 0.010 (10x)
0.5 Ñ 0.576

(1.152)
0.8 Ñ0.875

(1.094)
0.9 Ñ0.975

(1.083)
NA

0.010 versus 0.020 (2x)
0.5 Ñ 0.567

(1.133)
0.8 Ñ0.871

(1.088)
0.9 Ñ0.971

(1.079)
NA

0.010 versus 0.050 (5x)
0.5 Ñ 0.718

(1.436)
NA NA NA

0.010 versus 0.100 (10x)
0.5 Ñ 0.899

(1.797)
NA NA NA
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4

Framework for Multi-level Record Linkage

A standard statistical solution to record linkage and latent class resolution is to assume

independence between all candidate record pairs or classes, and to make link decisions

or class designations for each pair or observation independently. This assumption rarely

holds in practice when large data repositories are divided into natural groupings. Elec-

tronic health records in particular are characterized by multiple levels of clustering; e.g. by

health system, by hospital, by physician, or by patient. We argue that independent match-

ing is sub-optimal when records in each database are related to one another by virtue of

belonging to groups or clusters. In this chapter we develop a novel hierarchical linkage

model and prove that traditional linkage assumptions may be partially relaxed while re-

taining identifiability of the model. Specifically, we prove that this model which makes link

decisions collectively and partially relaxes the conditional independence assumption is pa-

rameter nonredundant; i.e. we identify the conditions under which the match probabilities

can be estimated without labeled training data when making less restrictive assumptions

than those traditionally used. This model estimates match probabilities of both record en-

tities and cluster membership by combining attribute data with relational evidence. Using

Monte Carlo simulations we illustrate how this model outperforms traditional methods.
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4.1 Introduction

Traditional unsupervised implementations of the Fellegi and Sunter framework fit latent

class mixture models to pairs of records in order to predict match status based on attribute

comparisons. These models typically assume independence between match statuses of

different record pairs, and assume that, for a given record pair, agreement on one linking

variable is independent from agreement on another linking variable conditional on match

status; i.e. they make the independent pairs assumption and the conditional independence

assumption. There are numerous advantages to such models including their ability to

accommodate a broad variety of attribute data types, their scalability to large datasets, and

their straightforward estimation even without labeled training data via MCMC methods

or the EM algorithm. Naturally, these methods do not guarantee optimal link decisions in

settings where such model assumptions are violated.

One scenario leading to violation of standard modeling assumptions occurs when records

from one file have at most one matching record in the other file. In this case the match sta-

tuses of different record pairs are deterministically related and hence dependent. Several

Bayesian solutions have been developed to address this dependence, including Sadinle’s

2017 approach in which the parameter of interest is defined as a bipartite matching matrix

which, by definition, satisfies a one-to-one matching constraint. Other Bayesian approaches

(Fortini et al., 2001, 2002; Tancredi and Liseo, 2011; Steorts et al., 2016) equivalently de-

fine the parameter of interest to be a matrix or pattern of match status indicators and

assign zero prior probability to patterns that are not one-to-one. These methods naturally

incorporate uncertainty of the match status and are strengthened by making pairwise link

decisions for all pairs collectively rather than independently. Despite this accommodation

for dependence due to one-to-one matching, they do not account for other potential sources

of inter-pair dependence, such as multi-level or clustered data structures.

In addition to assuming between-pair independence, traditional mixture models also

make within-pair independence assumptions in order to make parameter estimation possi-
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ble without labeled training data. The most common assumption is conditional indepen-

dence: agreement on one linking variable is independent of agreement on a second linking

variable conditional on the pair’s true match status; i.e. agreement on say first name is

independent of agreement on last name given the record pair is a true match. This as-

sumption is often unrealistic but is made by necessity to have sufficient degrees of freedom

for parameters to be identifiable. Unfortunately, even small violations of conditional in-

dependence can deteriorate a latent class model’s performance (Albert and Dodd, 2004;

Yang and Becker, 1997; Pepe and Janes, 2007).

In this chapter we consider a scenario leading to inter-pair dependence that is especially

common in the linkage of electronic health records (EHRs) and other types of data used

in clinical research. It occurs when the files being linked have a multi-level (clustered)

data structure and unknown match statuses both at the levels of individuals as well as

clusters. This scenario arises in clinical databases because patients are often clustered

within health care providers and because error-free patient and provider identifiers are not

generally available across databases. We develop a model for collective multi-level record

linkage (the MLMM) that facilitates making simultaneous link decisions for all record pairs

within a cluster pair. We prove that this model can estimate matching probabilities without

labeled training data while partially relaxing assumptions that are less restrictive compared

to existing latent class models developed for record linkage. We prove its parameters are

identifiable and we assess the model’s performance compared to a traditional Fellegi and

Sunter (Fellegi-Sunter) framework with Monte Carlo simulations.

4.1.1 Motivation

Hammill et al. (2009) explored the feasibility of linking clinical data from a national reg-

istry of heart failure hospitalizations with administrative data from Medicare’s national

inpatient claims database by using combinations of relatively non-specific indirect patient

identifiers (age or date of birth, sex, dates of admission and discharge). They found that

combinations of these indirect identifiers were frequently unique within hospitals but not
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across hospitals. They concluded that it was necessary to use hospital as a blocking vari-

able in order to achieve an acceptable false match rate. In practice, blocking on hospital is

highly challenging because many registries do not contain error-free unique hospital identi-

fiers. Hospital names are often recorded differently in different databases because hospitals

are not static but evolve over time (e.g. mergers, de-mergers, ownership changes) and

because complex hospital organizations give rise to multiple names for the same hospital

(e.g. name of hospital network versus member hospital; a university hospital with multiple

campuses). A visual representation of this scenario is given in Figure 4.1.

To overcome these issues, Hammill et al. (2009) suggested that the data can be used

to “learn” hospital identities empirically by looking for pairs of hospitals with a large

number of apparently matching patient records. The insight that patient-level matching

results can inform hospital-level match status and vice versa is formalized in our proposed

hierarchical linkage model. We see in this figure a Cartesian product between two fictional

files containing hospital admission records grouped within hospitals. Each small square

represents a pair of admission records and its shading represents a measure of similarity

between the records’ data fields.
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Figure 4.1: Cartesian products between files containing hospital admission records
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The goal of the proposed linkage methodology is to efficiently link both unlabeled

records and unlabeled clusters simultaneously by sharing information during the linkage

process. For example, a hospital pair with numerous linked record pairs is more likely to

be a true match and conversely a record pair is more likely to be a match if the records

correspond to a linked hospital pair - thereby likely originating from the same hospital.

Such collective or multirelational methodology has been developed in other applications

including group linkage for author identity resolution (On et al., 2007, 2006). Similarly,

Singla and Domingos (2004); Culotta and McCallum (2005); Bhattacharya and Getoor

(2005) proposed methods which allow for bibliographic entity resolution (e.g. author) to
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depend on match status of related entities (e.g. papers). Borrowing information for the

sake of simultaneous action on two levels of data has been done for de-duplication as well

(Ananthakrishna et al., 2002; Culotta and McCallum, 2005). Graph-based approaches to

collective entity resolution have been developed including conditional random fields (Singla

and Domingos, 2004), relational Bayesian networks (Pasula et al., 2003) and Markov logic

networks (Singla and Domingos, 2006). These approaches differ from traditional models

by allowing pairwise matching probabilities to depend on both observed record attributes

and unobserved relationship indicators. These models were developed for relatively special-

ized applications, do not provide optimality results, and require the availability of labeled

training data.

4.2 Mixture Level Mixture Model (MLMM)

4.2.1 Notation

Suppose we have a file A containing records for a set of clusters A � ta�1 , . . . , a
�
N�u, a�r �

ta1, . . . , aNru with cluster-level data attributes denoted by ta�1 .x, . . . , a
�
N� .xu and a second

file B containing records for a set of units B � tb�1 , . . . , b
�
M�u, b�t � tb1, . . . , bMtu, with

cluster-level attributes denoted by tb�1 .x, . . . , b
�
M� .xu where A and B are presumed to have

units in common. Denote the record-level attributes of the records a within cluster a� by

ta1.x, . . . , aN .xu; let the record-level attributes of the records b in cluster b� be denoted

by tb1.x, . . . , bM .xu. We assume that each database contains an error-free unique internal

cluster ID and that the clusters cannot be linked by a simple match or merge operation on

cluster IDs across databases. Similarly, we assume no unique record labels are available by

which to identify like individuals across the two data files. Therefore our goal is to conduct

record linkage simultaneously on both the records and clusters across the two databases.

Define a cluster-level match as a cluster pair pa�, b�q with record pairs having nonzero

probability of matching. We do not assume cluster-level relationships are necessarily one-

to-one. We assume the cross-product of the data files A � B � tpa�1 , b
�
1q, . . . , pa

�
N� , b�M�qu
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can be partitioned into two mutually exclusive sets: M � tpa�, b�q P A�B : a� � b�u,U �

tpa�, b�q P A�B : a� � b�u where a� � b� denotes a cluster-level match and a� � b� denotes

cluster-level non-match. Comparing cluster-level data attributes a�.x and b�.x produces a

set of k� categorical agreement variables z � zpa�.x, b�.xq � pz1, . . . , zk�q where zl has r�l

levels. Comparing record-level data attributes a.x and b.x produces a set of k categorical

agreement variables s � spa.x, b.xq � ps1, . . . , skq where sl has rl levels. For a generic

cluster pair with n nested record pairs, let sj denote the record-level comparison vector

for the j-th record pair and let S � ts1, . . . , snu be the set of comparison vectors for all n

record pairs. In the simplest case, s is a set of binary comparisons (1=agree, 0=disagree).

In fact, S may be a mix of binary and ordinal measures of partial agreement which can be

calculated using a variety of similarity measures on various data types (Christen, 2012).

The goal is to use the totality of data Y � pz,Sq to infer match status for all j � 1, . . . , n

record pairs and for all i � 1, . . . , N cluster pairs. Consistent with prior literature, we

regard match statuses and comparison vectors as random variables. Our main overarching

assumption is that match statuses and comparison vectors from different cluster pairs are

independent.

4.2.2 Collective Decisions Rule

Linkage decisions in the record linkage model of Fellegi and Sunter are based on the

comparison vector s. In our proposed collective multi-level mixture model (MLMM),

decisions are based on Y . The proposed collective classifier is a vector-valued function

DpY q � tD1pY q, . . . , DnpY qu where DjpSq is the linkage decision for the j-th record pair
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within the cluster. The decision rule is given by

DjpY q �

$''''''''''&
''''''''''%

‘link’ if λ1 ¤ λjpY q

‘non-link’ if λjpY q ¤ λ0

‘indeterminate’ if λ0   λjpY q   λ1

where λjpY q is the probability the j-th record pair is a match given the data Y , and λ0

and λ1 are constants chosen by the analyst in order to control the number of false match

and false non-match decisions. If cluster-level comparison data are unavailable, we can

simply define z � c, an arbitrary constant. It can be shown that this rule is optimal in the

sense of maximizing the expected number of correct links and number of correct non-links

among those rules which satisfy the bounds on the linkage errors.

4.2.3 Mixture Modeling Framework

Let ∆�
i be an indicator of cluster pair i’s true match status (1=match, 0=non-match) and

let ∆ij be an indicator of true match status for the j-th individual pair nested within the

i-th cluster pair (1=match, 0=non-match). Note that we will drop these subscripts when

referring to a generic record pair or cluster pair. Two primary assumptions are made for

this mixture model: (1) match statuses and comparison data from different cluster pairs

are independent: p∆�
1 ,∆11, . . . ,∆1n,Y1q KK � � � KK p∆�

N ,∆N1, . . . ,∆Nn,YN q; and (2) within

the same cluster, match statuses and comparison data from different individual pairs, and

comparison data from cluster-level attributes are conditionally independent given cluster-

level match status: zi KK p∆i1, si1q KK . . . KK p∆in, sinq|∆
�
i . The model has the following

form:
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∆�
i

iid
� Bernoullipπ�q

∆ij |∆
�
i

ind
� Bernoullip∆�

i πq

zi|∆
�
i � 1

ind
� M�pm�q, zi|∆

�
i � 0

ind
� U�pu�q

sij |∆ij � 1
ind
� Mpmq, sij |∆ij � 0

ind
� Upuq.

(4.1)

M�pm�q and U�pu�q are the multinomial probability of observing the given cluster-level

agreement vector given the cluster pair is a match or non-match respectively: Prpz|∆� � 1q,

Prpz|∆� � 0q, and Mpmq and Upuq are the multinomial probability of observing the given

record-level agreement vector given the record pair is a match or non-match respectively:

PrpS|∆ � 1q, PrpS|∆ � 0q. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation of the model

is illustrated in Figure 2. For simplicity of notation, we will refer to these probabilities

simply as M�,U�,M, and U .
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Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of mixture model independence assumptions.
Nodes represent observed (shaded) or unobserved (unshaded) variables. Sets of nodes
A and B are conditionally independent given C if elements of C block all paths
between A and B.

Under the assumed mixture model structure the likelihood from a single cluster pair

is:

LpY q � π�fpz; 1,M�qf pS;n, πM� p1� πqUq � p1� π�qfpz; 1,U�qfpS;n,Uq

where fpt ;n,θq is the probability that a multinomial random variable with sample size

n and probability parameter vector θ takes the vector valued t . For cluster pairs that

are true matches, the distribution of the record pair data is taken to be a mixture of a

multinomial distribution with probability parameter πM � p1 � πqU . For cluster pairs

that are true non-matches, the distribution of record-pair data is taken to be multinomial
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with probability parameter U . Under the modeling assumptions described in Section 4.3,

maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters can be obtained without knowledge

of class labels via the EM algorithm.

4.3 Identifiability of the MLMM

Latent class model implementations of the Fellegi-Sunter framework all have the same

critical weakness, namely, that parameter identifiability is dependent on unverifiable as-

sumptions. In a standard two-class mixture model with three linking variables and no

labeled training data, conditional independence must be assumed (or an equally strong

equivalent assumption must be made) for parameters to be identifiable. Fewer than three

linking variables precludes identifiability entirely. Violations of assumptions are common

and even small deviations can have severe consequences, as previously described.

Clearly, parameters of model (4.1) can be estimated without any further assumptions

in a random sample of training data if the class labels ∆� and ∆ij are available. If data

with class labels are unavailable, then additional assumptions are required for parameters

to be identifiable. In this section, we describe modeling assumptions that are less restrictive

compared to the Fellegi-Sunter type mixture model and that permit unsupervised parame-

ter estimation. In particular, we show that the model can be estimated with as few as two

agreement variables by imposing constraints on M and leaving U , M� and U� unspeci-

fied. In contrast, currently used record linkage models must have at least three agreement

variables, as mentioned above, and require constraints on both M and U . Importantly,

identifiability does not require any assumptions on cluster-level comparison data. In fact,

identifiability can be achieved when cluster-level comparison data are entirely missing. The

ability to avoid constraints on U is especially useful because even slight violations of mod-

eling assumptions for U can cause major issues for parameter estimation in settings with

a very low prevalence of true matches.

Our results do not establish strict global or local model identifiability as defined by
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Catchpole and Morgan (1997). Such strict identifiability is not attainable due first and

foremost to the “label switching” property of latent class models (e.g. the implied proba-

bility distribution of Y does not change when M�, U� and π�, 1�π� are switched or when

M, U and π, 1�π are switched). An additional reason is because particular sets of model

parameters will make the classes indistinguishable (e.g. when M� � U� and M � U , or

when π� is 0 or 1, or when π is 0 or 1). Thus, our goal is to show that the model is condi-

tionally full rank and that its parameters are non-redundant in the sense of Catchpole and

Morgan (1997) (see also Goodman (1974) and Rothenberg (1971)). What this means in

practice is that parameters can be estimated consistently, except under unusual parameter

configurations, by making intuitively reasonable assumptions to resolve label ambiguity.

The following theorem states the conditions for parameter nonredundancy.

Theorem 4.3.1. Assume the elements of s can be partitioned into two vectors s � psA, sB)

in such a way that sA KK sB|∆ � 1 and let mA and mB denote the marginal distributions

of sA|∆ � 1 and sB|∆ � 1, respectively. In addition, assume that cluster pairs have at

least 3 record pairs. Then model (4.1) is conditionally full rank and the parameters π�, π,

mA, mB, U , M�, U� are non-redundant.

4.3.1 Proof of Theorem 4.3.1

We define parameter redundancy as in Catchpole and Morgan (1997): a model fpθq, θ �

pθ1, . . . , θpq is parameter redundant if it can be expressed with a smaller set of parameters

ρ � pρ1, . . . , ρqq, q   p. The authors also proved that, if the Jacobian of the model is

not full rank, then the model parameters are redundant. We use this equivalence to prove

nonredundancy.

Proof :

Let Γ denote the (finite) set of possible realizations of Y and let γ P Ω be the collection of

model parameters with Ω denoting the set of all possible parameter configurations. Define

fy � fypγq � P pY � yq and define f as the vector obtained by stacking the elements
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tfy : y P Γu. As an aside, note that the likelihood function for a random sample of N

cluster pairs may be expressed as Lpγq �
±
yPΓ rfypγqs

ny where ny �
°N
i�1 IpYj � yq.

Each fy is consistently estimated by its corresponding empirical frequency f̂y � ny{N and

by f̂MLE
y � fypγ̂q where γ̂ is a value maximizing Lpγq.

The hierarchical collective linkage model specifies how f , the probability distribution

of the observed data, is derived from γ: f � fpγq. We show this model is non-redundant

in the parameters γ by proving its Jacobian is conditionally full rank. First, we continue

describing the data and parameters.

Per conditions of Theorem 4.3.1, s can be partitioned as s � psA, sB) having the

property that sA KK sB|∆ � 1. Without loss of generality suppose sA has kA possible

configurations, sB has kB possible configurations and z has k̃ possible configurations. If

the model excludes cluster-level agreement data, then define z � c, an arbitrary constant.

The model parameters are defined as follows:

M�
d � Prpz � d|∆� � 1q, d � 1, . . . , k̃

U�
d � Prpz � d|∆� � 0q, d � 1, . . . , k̃

M� � pM�
1 , . . . ,M�

k̃
q1

U� � pU�
1 , . . . ,U�

k̃
q1

mA
d � PrpsA � d|∆ � 1q, d � 1, . . . , kA

mB
d � PrpsB � d|∆ � 1q, d � 1, . . . , kB

mA � pmA
1 , . . . ,m

A
kA
q1
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mB � pmB
1 , . . . ,m

B
kB
q1

Mab � PrpsA � a, sB � b|∆ � 1q � mA
am

B
b

Uab � PrpsA � a, sB � b|∆ � 0q

U � pU11, . . . ,UkAkB q1

M � pM11, . . . ,MkAkB q
1 �mA bmB � pmA

1 m
B
1 , . . . ,m

A
kA
mB
kB
q1

We now have unknown model parameters γ � pπ��1, π�1,M�
�1,U�

�1,m
A
�1,m

B
�1,U�1q

under the constraints of
°
dM�

d �
°
d U�

d �
°
am

A
a �

°
bm

B
b �

°
a

°
b Uab � 1 and where

the notation x�1 denotes the elements of x remaining after deleting the first element.

Note that

f � π�pM� b M̃b � � � b M̃looooooomooooooon
n

q � p1� π�qpU� b U b � � � b Ulooooomooooon
n

q (S1)

where

M̃ � pM̃11, . . . ,M̃kAkB q
1 � πpmA bmBq � p1� πqU

and

M̃ab � PrpsA � a, sB � b|∆� � 1q � πMab � p1� πqUab.
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Hence we can reparameterize the model with γ̃ � pπ�,U�
�1,M�

�1,M̃�1,U�1q as

f � f̃pγ̃q.

Thus, model 4.1 specifies the functions

γ̃ � gpγq

f � f̃pγ̃q

f � fpγq � f̃pgpγqq

which define how γ̃ is derived from γ and how f is derived from γ̃ and hence γ.

In the manner of Catchpole and Morgan (1997) we will show that the Jacobian matrix

Jf pγq �
Bf

Bγ
�

�
df̃pγ̃q

dγ̃

��
dγ̃

dγ

�
� rJf̃ pgpγqqs � rJgpγqs

is symbolically full rank, meaning there is no vector-valued function αpγq that is nonzero

for all γ P Ω and satisfies rαpγqs1rJf pγqs � 0 for all γ P Ω or, equivalently, there are points

γ0 P Ω having the property that Jf pγ0q is numerically full rank. By standard matrix theory

Jf pγ0q is full rank if each of Jf̃ pgpγ0qq and Jgpγ0q are each full rank. Hence, the goal is

to identify the points γ0 P Ω for which Jf̃ pgpγ0qq and Jgpγ0q are full rank. The jointly

sufficient conditions necessary for these to be full rank are

0   π�   1 (S2)

0   π   1, (S3)

0   mA
i m

B
j � Uij   1, i � 1, . . . , kA, j � 1, . . . , kB. (S4)
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Rank of Jf̃ pgpγ0qq

To prove Jf̃ pgpγ0qq is conditionally full rank under conditions S2-S4, note that expression

S1 is the likelihood of a two-class latent class model with n� 1 conditionally independent

categorical variables, z, s1, . . . , sn, where n ¥ 3 by conditions of Theorem 4.3.1. Jf̃ pgpγ0qq

is full rank by application of the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3.2. For a two-class latent class model let C P p0, 1q denote class status and let

X � pX1, . . . , XJq be a set of J ¥ 3 categorical variables having the property X1 KK X2 K

K . . . KK XJ |C. Assume that Xj has kj ¥ 2 levels. Define ρ � P pC � 1q,Mj,k � P pXj �

k|C � 1q, Uj,k � P pXj � k|C � 0q, Mj � pMj,2, . . . ,Mj,kj q
1 and Uj � pUj,2, . . . , Uj,kj q

1,

where k � 1, . . . , kj and let the model parameters be denoted by γ � pρ,M1:J , U1:Jq. Define

fl1,...,lJ � P pX1 � l1, . . . , XJ � lJq � ρ
J¹
j�1

Mj,lj � p1� ρq
J¹
j�1

Uj,lj

and let fJ � fpγq be the vector obtained by stacking fl1,...,lJ for lj � 1, . . . , kj and j �

1, . . . , J . Sufficient conditions for the model Jacobian as Jf � dfpγq
dγ to be full rank are:

0   ρ   1 and 0  Mj,2 � Uj,2   1 for j � 1, 2, 3 ¤ J .

The proof of the above lemma is provided in Section 4.6. The lemma is applied with

pX1, . . . , Xnq � ps1, . . . , snq, Xn�1 � z, ρ � π�, M1 � � � � � Mn � M̃, U1 � � � �Un � Ũ ,

Un�1 � U�, Mn�1 � M�, and J � n � 1. Note that the lemma proves conditional

rank status with or without cluster-level agreement data. In this case, define z � 2 (an

arbitrary constant) and define k̃ � 2 with M� � U� � p0, 1q1, such that the distribution

of z is degenerate at z � 2. Adopting this convention allows the theorem to be proved for

models with and without cluster-level comparison data in a single proof.
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Rank of Jgpγ0q

To show that Jgpγ0q is conditionally full rank, note that it can be written as follows

Jgpγ0q �

π� M� U� U π mA mB

π�

�
��������������������

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

�
��������������������

M�
�1 0 I 0 0 0 0 0

U�
�1 0 0 I 0 0 0 0

U�1 0 0 0 I 0 0 0

M̃�1 0 0 0 dM̃�1

dU
dM̃�1

dπ
dM̃�1

dMA
dM̃�1

dMB

�

�
�����

I 0

C D

�
�����

where I is an identity matrix and

D �
dM̃�1

dpπ,mA
�1,m

B
�1q

.

Thus it suffices to show D is conditionally full rank. In particular, if the derivative of a

linear combination of the elements of M̃�1 is full rank then we can conclude that D and

hence Jgpγ0q is full rank. Let HD be an arbitrary linear combination of the rows of D.

Note that rankpHDq ¤ rankpDq and HD �
�

dHM̃�1

dpπ,mA
�1,m

B
�1q

	
.

Consider the linear combination
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HM̃ �

�
�����������������������������������������

πmA
2 m

B
2 � p1� πqU22

πmA
2 � p1� πq

°
j U2

πmB
2 � p1� πq

°
j U2j

πmA
3 � p1� πq

°
j U3j

...

πmA
ka
� p1� πq

°
j Upkaqj

πmB
3 � p1� πq

°
j U3j

...

πmB
kb
� p1� πq

°
j Ujpkbq

�
�����������������������������������������

.

For this choice of HM̃ we can express

HD �

�
�����
E 0

C πI

�
�����

where

E �

�
����������

mA
2 m

B
2 πmB

2 πmA
2

mA
2 π 0

mB
2 0 π

�
����������
.
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Under the conditions S2-S4, HD is full rank because E and πI are clearly full rank under

the same conditions. Thus, Jg is conditionally full rank.

4.4 Simulation Study

In this section, the performance of the proposed multi-level mixture model (MLMM) is

compared with the conventional Fellegi-Sunter mixture model (FSMM). The context is

based upon a real application linking insurance claims records from Medicare’s national

hospitalization database with patient hospitalization records from three completed multi-

center randomized clinical trials (RCTs) investigating drugs used during coronary artery

bypass grafting (CABG) surgery. These files were linked as part of a methodological study

exploring the accuracy of algorithms using diagnosis codes from Medicare claims to classify

patients with respect to the occurrence and timing of adverse cardiovascular events such

as stroke and myocardial infarction. In order to obtain unbiased estimates of measures of

classification accuracy for the event detection algorithms, the investigators hoped that the

percent of false positive link decisions would be less than 1%. This was challenging because

direct patient identifiers such as name and social security numbers were not collected within

the study databases and so the linkages had to be performed on the basis of relatively crude

indirect identifiers.

4.4.1 Setup & Data Generation

The performance of the MLMM is compared with the conventional FSMM under a range

of scenarios based on the RCT and Medicare linkage data described. In each scenario, all

hospitals and patients in the RCT database are also in the Medicare database but not vice

versa. In the first 3 scenarios, the smaller database (RCT) includes 1000 patient records

from 100 hospitals with 10 records per hospital. The larger database (Medicare) includes

data from 1000 hospitals with an equal number of records per hospital and total records
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of 20000, 100000, or 200000. In Scenario 4, the total number of hospitals and records in

each database is the same as Scenario 3, but the number of records per hospital varies. In

this scenario, sample sizes per hospital in the RCT database were assigned from the list

p1, 2, 3, 4, 5q with 15 hospitals per value and from the list p7, 9, . . . , 55q with 1 hospital per

value. In the Medicare database, sample sizes were equally distributed across the values

75, 125, 175, 300. The assigned sample sizes were randomly permuted in a manner that

made a hospital’s number of RCT records independent of its number of Medicare records.

For each scenario, we generated 100 pairs of simulated databases.

Within each scenario described above, we considered a scenario where only patient-level

comparison data are available and a scenario where both patient-level and hospital-level

comparison data are available. In all cases the patient attribute fields are: (1) sex, (2) age,

and (3) admission date. Each patient is assumed to have a single set of true attributes and

a potentially erroneous set of recorded attributes in each database recording the patient.

The population distribution of true patient attributes was chosen to match their empirical

distribution in the real Medicare file previously mentioned; call it the source file. In order

to simulate true attribute values, we sampled and randomly permuted N records from the

source file and treated their recorded attributes as truth. Errors in record fields were then

generated under the hit-miss model of Copas and Hilton (1990). The recorded value of

the j-th attribute in the i-th database was set equal to the true value with probability

mij or to the attribute value of a randomly selected record from the source file with

probability (1 � mij). We used the values m11 � m21 � 0.998, m12 � m22 � 0.98, and

m13 � m23 � 0.99 where j � 1, 2, 3 refers to sex, age, and admission date, respectively.

In scenarios with hospital-level comparison data, the single hospital attribute data field

was hospital name. In order to simulate variations in recorded hospital names, we consulted

a list of 1200 cardiac surgery hospitals having records in each of two databases in a prior

cardiac surgery record linkage study Jacobs et al. (2016). The list contains each hospital’s

name as recorded in a Medicare database and the hospital’s name as recorded in a national

cardiac surgery registry. Simulated hospital name text fields were generated by sampling
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and randomly permuting 1000 rows from the hospital list and assigning the i-th sampled

row to the i-th simulated hospital. The list’s Medicare hospital name was assigned to a

text field in the simulated Medicare database and the list’s registry hospital name was

assigned to a text field in the simulated RCT database.

We created comparison data as follows. For patient-level data fields we created binary

comparisons (agree/disagree). For comparing hospital names, we first standardized them

by removing non-alphabetic characters and mapped known aliases, acronyms, and abbre-

viations to standard forms. We also deleted common phrases like ‘Hospital’ and ‘Medical

Center’. Name similarity was then calculated by the Jaccard measure |A X B|{|A Y B|

where A and B denote the sets of words in the two text fields being compared and |S|

denotes the cardinality of S. Finally, we categorized the Jaccard measure into 3 categories

of decreasing name similarity: ¡0.75, 0.25-0.75, and  0.25. Because there was some over-

lap in the selection of source hospitals across simulation iterations, we created hospital

comparison data once for all 1200 x 1200 source pairs and re-used these calculations as

appropriate if the same source pair appeared in multiple simulation iterations.

Each pair of simulated databases was linked by the MLMM and FSMM methods using

the same data fields for MLMM and FSMM. For scenarios with hospital-level comparison

data, the FSMM method was implemented by imputing hospital-level comparison data to

the patient level. Record pairs were classified by each method as either linked or not linked.

We did not distinguish ‘non-link’ versus ‘indeterminate’ because there is no opportunity

for clerical review in our motivating examples and both classifications cause a pair to be

excluded from subsequent statistical analyses.

The classification accuracy of each method was quantified by the false match rate

(FMR), defined as the proportion of pairs classified as links that are truly not matches;

and recall (aka, sensitivity), defined as the proportion of truly matching pairs that are

classified correctly as links. Interpretation of these measures is complicated by the fact

that they depend on the choice of linkage threshold. These thresholds can be manipulated

to decrease the FMR at the expense of recall and vice versa. Thus, comparisons of FMR are
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most meaningful if the two methods are calibrated to have the same recall and comparisons

of recall are most meaningful if the two methods are calibrated to have the same FMR.

4.4.2 Simulation Results

Table 4.1 presents comparisons of the FMR for MLMM versus FSMM when the two meth-

ods are calibrated to have recall of at least 50%, 80%, 90%, or 95%. Due to the discreteness

of the comparison variables, there is no choice of linkage threshold that will produce recalls

of exactly these amounts. Instead, we require each method to meet a specified lower bound

on recall and choose the thresholds for each method (via bisection search) to be as low as

possible subject to this constraint on recall.
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Table 4.1: Estimated FMR of link decisions based on FSMM and MLMM when
thresholds are calibrated to a minimum bound on recall

Case 1: Case 2:

Patient + Hospital Only Patient

Agreement Data Agreement Data

Required FMR: FMR: FMR: FMR:

Description Recall FSMM MLMM FSMM MLMM

Scenario 1:

RCT N per hospital: 10

Medicare N per hospital: 20

Total: RCT=1k, Medicare=20k

¥50% 0.2% 0.1% 58.1% 0.1%

¥80% 5.0% 0.1% 57.8% 0.1%

¥90% 45.9% 0.1% 57.8% 0.1%

¥95% 58.0% 1.5% 99.8% 1.5%

Scenario 2:

RCT N per hospital: 10

Medicare N per hospital: 100

Total: RCT=1k, Medicare=100k

¥50% 1.1% 0.7% 87.4% 0.7%

¥80% 20.9% 0.7% 87.3% 0.7%

¥90% 82.8% 0.7% 87.3% 0.7%

¥95% 88.7% 7.4% 100.0% 7.5%

Scenario 3:

RCT N per hospital: 10

Medicare N per hospital: 200

Total: RCT=1k, Medicare=200k

¥50% 2.0% 1.4% 93.2% 1.4%

¥80% 34.8% 1.3% 93.2% 1.3%

¥90% 91.5% 1.3% 93.2% 1.3%

¥95% 94.2% 15.4% 100.0% 15.3%

Scenario 4:

RCT N per hospital: varies

Medicare N per hospital: varies

Total: RCT=1k, Medicare=200k

¥50% 1.7% 1.0% 92.0% 1.0%

¥80% 27.1% 1.1% 92.0% 1.2%

¥90% 88.2% 1.1% 92.0% 1.8%

¥95% 92.5% 12.6% 100.0% 19.9%
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Figure 4.3: Estimated precision and recall of FSMM and MLMM in simulated
data. Estimates were calculated across a range of decision threshold values for the
MLMM using patient and hospital agreement data (4), MLMM using only patient
data (�), FSMM using patient and hospital agreement data (N), and FSMM using
only patient data (). See Table 4.1 for scenario definitions and text for details.

In scenarios with hospital-level comparison data, the FMR of the FSMM approach

ranged from 0.2% to 94.2%. As expected, the FMR decreased within scenarios as a func-

tion of decreasing recall and across scenarios as a function of increasing prevalence of true

matches. When the required recall was ¥ 50%, both methods maintained FMR’s below

2.5%, but FMR’s were consistently lower for the MLMM. The FSMM’s precision deteri-

orated severely when recall was ¥ 80%. When recall was calibrated to be ¥ 90%, the
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FSMM FMR’s ranged from 45.9% to 91.5% in scenarios where the MLMM FMR’s ranged

from 0.1% to 1.3%.

In scenarios without hospital-level comparison data, the FSMM method had FMR’s

exceeding 50% in all scenarios considered. In comparison, the MLMM’s FMR ranged from

0.1% to 1.3% when bounds for recall were ¥ 50% to ¥ 90% and ranged from 1.5% to

15.3% when the bound for recall was ¥ 95%. In Scenarios 1–3, the MLMM FMR’s did

not change depending on the inclusion or exclusion of hospital-level comparison data. We

speculate that hospital-level attributes did not improve the MLMM’s precision in these

scenarios because the MLMM was able to determine hospital-level linkages with essentially

perfect precision on the basis of record-level agreement patterns alone. Such precision was

attainable because each hospital in the RCT database had a sufficiently large number of

matching records to make the record-level agreement pattern unambiguous. In contrast,

scenario 4 included a range of hospital-specific sample sizes with 15% of hospitals in the

RCT database contributing a single RCT record and 75% of the hospitals in the RCT

database contributing 5 or fewer RCT records. In this scenario, the inclusion of hospital-

level attributes decreased the false match rate from 1.8% to 1.1% when the matching

threshold was calibrated to achieve at least 90% recall and decreased the false match rate

from 19.9% to 12.6% when matching threshold was calibrated to achieve at least 95%

recall. We speculate that the inclusion of hospital-level attributes had an impact in this

scenario because the presence of small hospital-specific sample sizes made the record-level

agreement patterns relatively more ambiguous.

For additional perspective, Figure 4.3 displays simulation results by plotting recall

versus precision (defined as one minus FMR) across a grid of threshold values. Results

mirror Table 4.1 and suggest that MLMM yields greater precision than FSMM across the

entire range of possible recall values.
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4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proved that it is possible to resolve linkage match statuses simul-

taneously at levels of both individual records and of clusters. We also proved that the

conditional independence assumption can be partially relaxed while still permitting esti-

mation of match probabilities in an unsupervised framework. We proved by induction that

the novel hierarchical MLMM is parameter nonredundant under reasonable scenarios and

more relaxed assumptions than those made by other Fellegi-Sunter methods.

The MLMM improves over current methodology by modeling inter-pair dependencies

in clustered data and producing collective instead of independent link decisions. This par-

tially relaxes the conditional independence assumption and fully relaxes the independent

pairs assumption at the record level. A further advantage of the MLMM is the simplicity

of its implementation which yields closed form expressions and simple computation. The

foremost limitation of this framework is the lack of global identifiability. Additional limita-

tions include its persisting assumption of independent agreement patterns between clusters,

consideration of a single clustering level, and assumption of a constant prevalence of record

pair matches across cluster pair matches. The last of these can be addressed by allowing

record level match prevalence to vary as a function of cluster size. Further development of

the MLMM may entail incorporating one-to-one matching within the model, perhaps with

bipartite matching. Even so, future improvements to the MLMM should consider tradeoffs

between classification performance and computational efficiency.

4.6 Proof of Lemma 4.3.2

We will prove this lemma by induction, in two parts.

1. Assume the model with J binary variables (k1 � . . . � kJ � 2) is identifiable. Prove

the model with J � 1 binary variables is identifiable.

2. Assume the model with J variables is identifiable when the number of categories are
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k1, . . . , kj , . . . , kJ . Prove the model with J variables is identifiable when the number

of categories are k1, . . . , kj � 1, . . . , kJ for some j P p1, . . . , Jq.

We will prove each part by demonstrating that the statements hold for a linear combination

of the model’s cell probabilities. More simply, we define a second vector h whose elements

are linear combinations of the rows in f .

For step 1 define a linear combination of f as the probability vector

h3 �

�
�������������������������������

ρM1,2 � p1� ρqU1,2

ρM2,2 � p1� ρqU2,2

ρM3,2 � p1� ρqU3,2

ρM1,2M2,2 � p1� ρqU1,2U2,2

ρM1,2M3,2 � p1� ρqU1,2U3,2

ρM2,2M3,2 � p1� ρqU2,2U3,2

ρM1,2M2,2M3,2 � p1� ρqU1,2U2,2U3,2

�
�������������������������������

,

hJ �

�
����������

hJ�1

ρMJ,2 � p1� ρqUJ,2

ρMJ,2M1,2 � p1� ρqUJ,2U1,2

�
����������
, J ¥ 4

γJ � tρ, pM1,2, U1,2q, . . . , pMJ,2, UJ,2qu, J ¥ 3,

and let AJ � dhJ{dγJ denote the Jacobian of hJ with respect to γJ . If the Jacobian of
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h is full rank then so too is the Jacobian of f , dfJ{dγJ .Letting mj �Mj,2 and uj � Uj,2,

the form of A3 is

A3 �

�
�����������������������������

m1 � u1 ρ 0 0 1 � ρ 0 0

m2 � u2 0 ρ 0 0 1 � ρ 0

m3 � u3 0 0 ρ 0 0 1 � ρ

m1m2 � u1u2 ρm2 ρm1 0 p1 � ρqu2 p1 � ρqu1 0

m1m3 � u1u3 ρm3 0 ρm1 p1 � ρqu3 0 p1 � ρqu1

m2m3 � u2u3 0 ρm3 ρm2 0 p1 � ρqu3 p1 � ρqu2

m1m2m3 � u1u2u3 ρm2m3 ρm1m3 ρm1m2 p1 � ρqu2u3 p1 � ρqu1u3 p1 � ρqu1u2

�
�����������������������������

.

This matrix is full rank under conditions of Lemma 4.3.2 as evidenced by its nonzero

determinant:

detpA3q � �ρ3p1� ρq3pm1 � u1q
2pm2 � u2q

2pm3 � u3q
2.

For J ¥ 3, AJ�1 may be partitioned as

AJ�1 �

�
�����

AJ 0

BJ�1 CJ�1

�
�����

where
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CJ�1 �

�
�����

ρ p1� ρq

ρM1,2 p1� ρqU1,2

�
����� .

If AJ and CJ�1 are both full rank then AJ�1 is also full rank. Clearly, CJ�1 is full rank

when 0   ρ   1 and M1,2 � U1,2, and we showed that A3 is full rank above. It follows by

induction that AJ is full rank for all J ¥ 3 when parameter restrictions are met.

For step 2, let

g2, 2, . . . , 2loooomoooon
J

� hJ and γ2, 2, . . . , 2loooomoooon
J

� γJ

where hJ and γJ are defined as in part 1. For kj ¥ 2, j � 1, . . . , J , we recursively

define gk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ and γk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ as

gk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ �

�
����������

gk1,...,kh,...,kJ

ρMh,kh�1 � p1� ρqUh,kh�1

ρMh,kh�1M1,2 � p1� ρqUh,kh�1U1,2

�
����������
, kj ¥ 2

and

γk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ � tγk1,...,kh,...,kJ ,Mh,kh�1, Uh,kh�1u.

Let Dk1,...,kJ � dgk1,...,kJ {dγk1,...,kJ and note that gk1,...,kJ is a linear combination of fJ
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so that dfJ{dγJ will be full rank if Dk1,...,kJ is full rank. The matrix Dk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ may

be partitioned as

Dk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ �

�
�����

Dk1,...,kh,...,kJ 0

Ek1,...,kh�1,...,kJ Fk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ

�
�����

where

Fk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ �

�
�����

ρ p1� ρq

ρM3,2 p1� ρqU3,2

�
����� .

If Dk1,...,kh,...,kJ and Fk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ are both full rank then Dk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ is also full

rank. Clearly, Fk1,...,kh�1,...,kJ is full rank under parameter restrictions mentioned in Lemma

4.3.2 and we showed that D2,2,...,2p� AJq is full rank in step 1. It follows by induction that

Dk1,...,kJ is full rank for all kj ¥ 2 and J ¥ 3 under parameter restrictions of Lemma

4.3.2.
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5

Conclusions

This dissertation developed new methodology and insights for probabilistic record linkage,

with a focus on two prominent challenges: how to implement record linkage in a manner

that optimizes downstream statistical analyses of the linked data, and how to efficiently

link databases having a clustered or multi-level data structure. In Chapter 2 we proposed a

new framework for balancing the tradeoff between false positive and false negative linkage

errors when linked data are analyzed in a generalized linear model framework and non-

linked records lead to missing data for the study outcome variable. In Chapter 3 we

explored the consequences of linkage errors when the study outcome variable is determined

by link status and may be misclassified due to errors, and derived an expression for the

asymptotic relative efficiency of a Wald test calculated with the misclassified outcome

compared to an error-free outcome. In Chapter 4 we developed a modeling framework for

linking files with a clustered data structure under assumptions more relaxed than those

made by existing record linkage models.
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5.1 Chapter 2

Prior studies have explored the impact of linkage errors on statistical analysis of linked data

and many of these have found that even small proportions of linkage errors can lead to bias

(Blakely and Salmond, 2002; Neter et al., 1965; Krewski et al., 2005; Brenner et al., 1997;

Campbell, 2009; Moore et al., 2014; Harron et al., 2014; Baldi et al., 2010). These findings

have led researchers to recommend a conservative approach to linkage threshold selection in

which sensitivity is intentionally sacrificed in order to minimize false positives (Blakely and

Salmond, 2002). Commonly, linkage studies will set high thresholds to reduce attenuation

of the treatment effect point estimate by only analyzing records that are relatively certain

to be true matches. However, we showed that requiring a very high degree of certainty

for linkage in order to minimize bias can be counter-productive as it may decrease the

probability of obtaining a point estimate in the correct direction and with a confidence

interval correctly excluding the null value of zero. Our results provide an alternative

perspective for evaluating the tradeoff between false positive and negative link decisions

and our approach seeks to optimize the net effect of both bias and sampling error. Under

a particular measurement error model and particular sequence of local alternatives, we

proved that maximizing asymptotic power requires that the threshold be relaxed at least

until the point where all pairs with ¡50% probability of being a true match are classified

as links. We also showed that our proposed data driven threshold selection rules based on

these theoretical findings perform well in Monte Carlo simulations.

The results of our findings in Chapter 2 should be interpreted in light of certain lim-

itations and caveats. The research therein focuses on a specific clinical research scenario

in which the purpose of linkage is to measure the study outcome and non-linked records

are considered to have missing data for the study outcome. The theoretical findings and

algorithms may not apply to other linkage scenarios. Results were derived under a specific

set of modeling assumptions including the assumption that the probability of a linkage

error is unrelated to the study outcome. Some results also relied on the assumption that
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GLM regression coefficients are small. These assumptions may not be appropriate for some

studies. We focused on clinical studies using generalized linear models and did not con-

sider the properties of other methods such as propensity matching or propensity weighting.

Lastly, application of the NPP and PPV selection rules require the analyst to accurately

estimate matching probabilities which can be highly challenging in the absence of gold

standard data. The P50 selection rule can be used when knowledge of linkage probabil-

ities is relatively imprecise but this method will not generally choose a threshold that is

optimal. Future research should extend these findings to additional analytical models and

alternative statistical tests.

5.2 Chapter 3

Our work in Chapter 3 further emphasizes the importance of carefully selecting the linkage

threshold. The common decision is to select a highly conservative threshold to minimize

attenuation of the point estimate in the analysis of the linked data. However, while such

a threshold would often have a very small false positive fraction, or rate of false positive

links, it may also have a harmfully low sensitivity. We focused on this issue in the context

of a scenario in which linkage errors directly cause the study outcome variable to be mis-

classified. Our numerical derivations illustrate that a balance between low FPF and high

sensitivity is the key to optimal efficiency of a potentially misclassified linkage outcome in

place of the true outcome.

The findings on asymptotic relative efficiency may be utilized when designing future

linkage studies by informing investigators and review board members alike as to the sta-

tistical impact of linkage errors. Investigators conducting record linkage studies wherein

there may be misclassification due to the chosen linkage threshold should be particularly

conscious of increasing both sensitivity and FPF as they decrease the linkage threshold,

and of the subsequent impact on efficiency of the linked outcome. It is advisable to invest

additional resources to obtain highly discriminatory and high quality linking variables to
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ensure this tradeoff can be balanced favorably.

The scenario investigated in this chapter focuses on record linkage when those not linked

are not considered to have missing data but to be free of a primary event or condition of

interest. The exact efficiency expression derived requires estimability or approximation of

the sensitivity, specificity and null event rate. In the rare events case, it requires estimates

of sensitivity and PPV. Due to the sensitivity to the event rate, it is difficult to generalize

these results too broadly. Even so, future work may succeed in providing thumb rules that

make the findings more intuitive and accessible. It would also be interesting to investigate

whether the selection rules proposed in the previous chapter have any utility for maximizing

ARE, and if so, under what conditions. Future work could expand beyond binary outcomes

and investigate this scenario in the context of a time-to-event analysis. Additionally, further

study may provide insight into a specific correlation between linkage match probabilities

and the analytical operating characteristics.

5.3 Chapter 4

The assumption of independence between all candidate record pairs rarely holds in prac-

tice when large data repositories are divided into natural groupings. In Chapter 4.1 we

proved that it is possible to resolve linkage match statuses simultaneously at levels of

both individual records and of clusters, and that the conditional independence assump-

tion can be partially relaxed while still permitting estimation of match probabilities in

an unsupervised framework. We developed a novel model, the MLMM, which improves

over current methodology by modeling inter-pair dependencies in clustered data and pro-

ducing collective instead of independent link decisions. We proved in that the MLMM is

parameter nonredundant under reasonable scenarios and more relaxed assumptions than

those made by other Fellegi-Sunter methods. In fact, the MLMM’s nonredundancy holds

even in the absence of cluster-level comparison data. The performance of the MLMM

was demonstrated with simulations and compared to that of a traditional Fellegi-Sunter
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mixture model (FSMM). The simulations conducted were highly challenging scenarios in

which the FSMM’s classification accuracy was expected to be poor because such scenarios

most closely mimicked the real world examples that motivated this work.

The foremost limitation of this modeling framework is the lack of global identifiabil-

ity. We also assumed cluster-level match statuses were independent and that record-level

match statuses were conditionally independent given cluster-level match status. This ig-

nores dependence caused by one-to-one matching constraints, or the constraint that in-

dividual records can only link with one other record in the data file. We purposefully

did not restrict to one-to-one cluster-level matches because this was not a restriction in

the motivating examples considered. An additional limitation is the assumption of a con-

stant prevalence of record pair matches across cluster pair matches. A more sophisticated

implementation of this framework would model the record-level prevalence parameter as

a function of cluster size. Further development of the MLMM may entail incorporating

one-to-one matching constraints within the model, perhaps with bipartite matching. Even

so, future improvements to the MLMM should consider tradeoffs between classification

performance and computational efficiency.
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